TRUSTEES CANCEL SPECIAL SESSION
’Billy Budd’

PA RTAN DAILY

"Billy Budd," Peter Ustinov’s film
adaptation of the play, based on a
noel by Herman
will he
shown today at 3:30 and ’7 p.m. In
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission
is free to the college to
Its. The
film Is the fifth of the Classic
Series.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Park Project
Yields Pride
In Community

JOHN THORNE
"... prisoners shackled."

JOHN JACKSON
"... an armed guard."

Speakers Urge Support
For ’Soledad Brothers’
By GARY PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
Five speakers urged students to support the "Soledad Brothers" during a
rally on Seventh Street yesterday
afternoon.
The Soledad Brothers, George Jackson, Fleeta Drumgoe, and John Cluchette, are three Black prison inmates
who are being tried on murder charges
In the death of Soledad Prison guard
John Mills.
Yesterday’s speakers included Mike
Torrence, SJS Black Student Union
(BSU) minister of defense; John Jackson, brother of defendant George Jackson; Earl Braud, BSU minister of information; a BSU member who identified himself only as Rik; and John
Thorne, Jackson’s attorney.
Torrence opened the rally with a
brief reference to the March 31 fatal
shooting of Don Miller, a Black Overfelt High School student, by a Santa
Clara policeman.
He told the audience of about 200, "If
you weren’t at San Jose State, you
could very well be that dead nigger we
buried yesterday."
He warned Black members of the
audience, "The situation in prison is
no different than the situation here.
You’re in prison right here."
’ARMED GUARD’
Jackson then spoke, saying that his
brother was in Soledad Prison originally because he was convicted of second
degree murder, and sentenced to from
one year to life.
"When we go to visit him, he has
coveralls on and his hands cuffed at
his side. There is an armed guard in
the room at all times," Jackson stated.
"If you want to see what is going
on, come to the trial on June 22, and if
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you can’t get in, picket the courthouse,"
he urged.
The trial is scheduled to resume on
that day in Salinas.
Braud then spoke briefly, saying,
"You don’t have to chain slaves, but
you do have to shackle warriors, and
that’s what these Soledad Brothers
are."
BSU member Rik followed with a
personal account of the trial. He was
in Salinas for part of the proceedings,
and said, "What I saw was three
brothers, shackled and chained, being
railroaded."
’GAG RULING’
Thorne opened his talk by saying the
trial judge has imposed a "gag ruling"
on the case and that he is "not permitted to discuss the case . . . as far
as the trial is concerned."
He claimed that this ruling prohibits
him from speaking about the details
of the case without being found in
contempt of court, thus injuring his
client.
Thorne said pre-trial publicity has
presjudiced prospective jurors against
the defendants, yet the judge is refusing to allow comments which would
give the defendants’ side.
He added that whenever the defendants appear in court they are shackled
and chained and that only one defendant is allowed in court at a time.
Thorne and the other attorneys have
protested this, but the judge ruled
that he is allowing only one to appear
at a time because he is afraid they will
disrupt the court.
Braud announced after the rally that
the BSU woud charter a bus to Salinas
June 22 when the trial resumes. A signup sheet for space on the bus will be
available in the BSU office, located in
the Black Studies Building,

STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS work in
unison on construction of telephone play structureon
of several features of the Community Park Project. Jim

By STAN SCOVELL
Daily Staff Writer
The little boy stood transfixed,
watching the ribbon of cement sidewalk that snaked around the freshly
upturned mounds of earth.
He looked up and beamed a smile at
the approaching stranger. "This is my
park," he said with a discernible note
of pride.
This is the essence of the Community
Park Project, "to sustain within the
people of the neighborhood a sense
of pride and accomplishment in their
community."
It was this objective which inspired
Jim Self, president of the Manpower
Administration Club, to seek the backing of students, business interests and
Site involvement of the community
itself on the east side project.
SIGNIFICANCE
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. recognized the significance of the project
and donated its easement property for
the actual park site. Ellis Langley,
San Jose division manager, stated that
PG&E "was happy to be part of the
project," noting that the park is
"unique due to the student involvement."
Acting President Hobert Burns realized the social significance of the project, stating, "The park will do more
than 1,000 speeches to promote good
will and understanding between the
campus and the community, and I
commend all those on the campus and
in the community who are making the
park a reality."
More than 250 community members
and students worked toward these
"community goals" last Saturday and
Sunday during the first of three scheduled weekends of work (April 10-11
and 18-19 remain) on the low-income
recreational facility.
CEMENT SIDEWALK
Preliminary construction plans were
advanced
significantly when
the
Chaides Construction Co. unexpectedly
volunteered its services and completed
the placement of 700 feet of cement
sidewalk Saturday afternoon.
By Sunday night more than 750
feet of sprinkler systems and 30 per
cent of the fencing was completed.
Work on the telephone pole play structure and sand boxes progressed rapidly
and should be completed this weekend,
stated Self.
The manpower club is seeking 200
volunteers for this weekend. The group
will set up a booth for volunteers on
the main level of the College Union
between 8 am, and 130 p.m., tomorrow
and Friday.

Self, president of the Manpower Administration Club,
stated that the response of students and community
members to the project was "fantastic."

Trustee Speaks
Albert Ruffo, saw Jose member of
The State College Board of Trustees, Will speak to :s political science
class in iscadende govenunent tonight
at ’7 In JC 141, Ruffo stUl 11111,14er
questisns folioning his talk. The
meeting is open to all students.

No Decision on SJS President
Those who speculated that a permanent college
president for SJS would be named today are
wrong! The special nweting of the State College
Board of Trustees, called to deal with the SJS
presidency and other matters, has been cancelled.
In a statement released late yesterday afternoon, the chancellor’s office announced that today’s special session had been called off because
"several trustees were unable to make the meeting." The Daily later learned that one of the
trustees who would have beets unable to attend
was Daniel Bidder, chairman of the hoard.

The trustees had interviewed the two remaining candidates for the position, Acting President
Hobert Burns and an unidentified "moderateliberal from the east coast," last week. Since the
board was scheduled to meet in executive session
today in Los Angeles, it was anticipated that a
decision on the presidency would be forthcoming.
(Executive sessions are only called to discuss personnel matters.)
By press time, the special session had not been
rescheduled. The trustees do not have another
regularly scheduled general meeting until May.

Disciplinary Action Underway
Against SJS Librarian Baillie
By FRANK FERTADO
and MARY DOUGHERTY
Dr. Stuart Baillie, director of the
SJS library, in disciplinary action currently under way has been charged
with alleged use of state funds and
facilities for work done for a non-state
agency, the Daily has learned.
Three charges were filed with the
disciplinary action panel by Dr. Ted

W. Benedict, acting as a pro forma
complainant. An assistant to the college president, Dr. Benedict filed the
charges on the basis of information he
received from Mrs. Lorraine Villagram,
senior clerk of acquisitions.
Along with the previous accusation,
two additional charges were made, according to Dr. Benedict, Dr. Bathe has
been accused of assigning personal

Deliberations End
In Disruption Case
cision on the constitutionality of Rule
Nine of the A.S. Constitution. Rule
Nine states that a quorum of twothirds of all council members must be
present during meetings.
Associate Justice Frank Haber filed
a complaint with Heller. He charged
that Student Council was conducting
business and allocating money without
a quorum. In turn, Heller presented
the case before Judiciary.

Charged with disrupting a college
activity, Nany Borovy, an SJS student,
appeared Monday before the A.ssociated
Students (A.S.) Judiciary to refute
the charge.
Judiciary completed deliberation on
the incident, which allegedly occurred
during the Dec. 4 demonstration against
on-campus recruiters. The Judiciary’s
recommendation will be forwarded to
Acting President Hobert Burns for
his final decision and action.
A police report was presented as
evidence by Sandy Heller, AS. attorney general. It stated that Miss Borovy
was seen about 12:45 p.m. in a crowd
of approximately 40 demonstrators.
The demonstrators were demanding
entry to the College Union Ballroom,
the report stated.

Tent City
Now Open

’PIGS OFF’
Ernest Quinton, chief of security,
thestified that the group was blocking the doorway, preventing interviewees from entering the ballroom.
The demonstrators were also shouting "pigs off campus" and "recruiters
off campus," according to Quinton.
An unidentified security officer,
stating he had seen Miss Borovoy previously on campus and knew her by
sight, said the defendant was among
the demonstrators who were shouting.
He said it appeared she also was pushing and shoving.
Miss Borovoy claims she was not in
the College Union at the time she was
alleged to have been there. "I was in
class from 12:30 to 1:45," she explained.
"I did not get over to the Union until
about 2 o’clock."
She stated that at the time she was
in the Union there was no attempt
to enter the Ballroom. "There were
rumors that police were coming and
many students began leaving," she
said.
RECESS DENIED
Attorney General Heller asked for
a recess until additional evidence and
witnesses could be obtained. The defendant objected, stating it has been
three months since the incident and
Heller "should have had ample time"
After a lengthy deliberation, Chief
Justice Roger Olsen explained that
the Judiciary had refused to grant a
continuance.
In other action taken Monday, the
Judiciary decided it was not presented
with sufficient evidence to male a de-

Rap City begins today without a
formal program -- just a lot of "rapping" on the housing situation and
anything else that students feel like
discussing.
The three day event will feature an
alternate life style plan. Simple earth
foods will be served at the barbeque
pits Wednesday and Thursday night.
Sensitivity sessions on the !awned area
will be conducted in an attempt to
bring people closer together. Interpersonal communication concerning
students’ values will be included in the
"rap" sessions.
Ten large tents will be available
to students on Wednesday night with
additional tents planned for Thursday
and Friday night. Everyone is welcome to bring their sleeping bag and
spend the night or stay for the entire
activity. The ROTC field next to the
Seventh Street volleyball courts will
probably be used Thursday and Friday
night. The area between the Women’s
Gym and the Faculty Office Building
is designated as the tent site for
tonight.
A rally is tentatively planned at
Rap City by the Student Housing Committee at 12:30 p.m. today to supplement Rap City’s dramatization of the
lack of suitable housing and high
rents around the campus community.
Portable toilets will be available
after school facilities close. Water containers will also be available.
There is no sign-up sheet for tent
facilities, so bring your bag and your
"hod" and find yourself a place to
set up camp,

tasks to the library staff and signing
blank "claim schedules."
Dr. Benedict explained he was not
personally involved in the case. However, he wanted to give Dr. Baillie an
opportunity to defend himself and give
the academic community an opportunity to discover the facts.
Additionally, four other charges were
filed by a group of seven professional
librarians, according to Dr. Benedict.
Dr. Raymond Stanley, chairman of the
disciplinary Action Panel, has refused
to release these charges.
CATALOG
Dr. Sainte allegedly used California
state funds to catalog books for Aspen
High School in Aspen. Colorado, said
Dr. Benedict. The incident is said to
have occurred in 1966, shortly after
Dr. Baillie came to SJS.
He has also been accused of using
library personnel for personal gift
wrapping at Christmas time.
The third charge involves improper
administrative practices. He is alleged to have signed blank "claim
schedules," authorizations to pay for
supplies furnished to the library by
outside vendors, so that payment could
be made while he was on vacation.
A committee of the Disciplinary
Action Panel, acting as an Investigating Committee, is currently defining
these charges and gathering evidence
bearing on them. The investigating
Committee will decide whether the
evidence warrants a hearing.
According to Dr. Rex Burbank, assistant academic- vice-president, the
investigation will hopefully be completed by the end of the week. However, he said, it could take as long as
three weeks.
Although Dr. Burbank claims Dr.
Baillie should have been notified, Dr.
Baillie asserts he has not yet received
formal charges. Dr. Baillie refused to
comment further at this time.
AUDIT
Part of the evidence which the Investigating Committee is considering is
a financial audit requested by Dr.
Benedict. The audit was recently completed by Wayne Williams, college controller, conducted under the direction
of Dr. Glen Guttorinsen, director of
business affairs.
A state audit is also currently under
way by Garvin J. Ivans, principal
management auditor for the California
State Colleges. His report will be submitted directly to the Chancellor’s office,
Concerning the charge that Dr.
Baillie allegedly misused state funds,
library spokesmen, who wished to remain anonymous, claim that he had
previously received oral permission for
the project from the college administration.
"lie used this as a research project
to develop techniques for facilitating
the catalog processing," they claim.
"He also cut cataloging costs in half,
thus saving the college $60,000."
The spokesmen have also accused the
seven librarians of using work time to
prepare their material for the charges
the librarians filed. "This has resulted
in a constant drain of state taxpayers
funds," the spoXesmen claim.
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DISCOUNT
for Students
and Faculty
with this
10%

OFF

Parts and I .ilooN e !secs ice both
Flo:vigil

1 /nnasst ie

and
cars

Star Motor Imports
375 S. Mot !.,t
286-6500
Free Body Estimates

TRAVEL BY
( II I ICIER JET
FROM OAKLAND
TO LONDON

$135
ONE WAY
LONDON -AMSTERDAM

$275
\

ROUND TRIP
For complete flight schedule
phone

Spartaguide AtoPacifica Room. Shields, Spears.
and Circle K, Phrateres softball
game to be planned.
Armtek:sus MazketIng Agouti*.
non. 7 p.m. Blum’s Restaurant,
Town & Country Village. Don
Straub, Barclay Bank vice-president, to speak on "Marketing
Intangible Services."
ASME. 7 p.m., C.U. Calaveras
Room. Robert Pickering, of Genon
to speak
Electric,
eral
"Nuclear Reactors - Who Needs
Them?"
Baptist Student l’nlon. 770
p.m., C.U. Diablo Room.
Manpower Administration Flub.
7:30 p.m., C.U. Pacifica Roan
Don Gamel to speak on the General Electric Strike and the
Teamsters’ Union Contract Negotiations.
Mu Phi Epsilon, 8:15 p.m.. Omcert Hall. Free and open to the
public concert featuring solo and
ensemble renaissance vocal musa
as well as instrumentalists and
Spanish dance.

TODAY through Thsuidoy
Voter registration. 9:30 asn
to 2:30 p.m., Seventh Street
table. Young Democrats will register students fur the June 2 California primary election.
l’ODAY through Friday
r iv,’ T al ion
’,inference: Fall
1970, A.S. offices. All students interested in being an Orientation
Conference Counselor should sign
up for interviews.
TODAY through April 15
PAC: Noon Flicks, 12 pm .
C.U. Lorna Prieto Room. Laurel
and Hardy films to benefit EN3P.
Ten cent donation.
TODAY
Prase Corp Recruiting. 9 a.m.
:1 it m., Seventh Street.
Educating
Education
....minor, 12:30 p.m., C.U. Umunnum Room. 13r. Mervyn Cadwallader to speak on "Educating for
Fretslom."
United (’amps s (’runade Mininic., 12:30 p.m., St. Paul’s
NI,Inddist Church, So. 10th and
sari Salvador Sts. Forty-cent hut
lunch.
Sigma Mu Tan. 1:30 p.m.,
S 210. Guest speaker: discussion
picnic planned.
Spartan shields, 6:30 p.m., C.U.

(415) 392-8513
(.1i

EUROPE

LSTREET

S230-$295 r.f. from West Coast
Available flights from N.Y. Fligh,s
within Europe, Israel. & the Orient.
r-or inforrnation contact: 365-8625.
R.S.E.P.
eoi Woodside Rd., Redwood City
SJSC members

llTFli lIlt.1ITS
It %Rh!
i it 0.1 Isttr. CA. 04103
Mail me 1970 ch3rtar Night schedule

NAME

CITY & ZIP

Share your thoughts.
Faculty Book Talk, 12:30 p.m.,
C.U. Umtuihum Room. Dr. A, L.
Goldman of the History Department on William Shirer’s "The,
Collapse of the Third Republic:
Inquiry into the Fall of France,
1940"

ii10:401

;’,:AriiVie

joiirliatrzent

Chancellor Dumke
Appoints Ex-Prof
To State Position

a:

Col tkOLIL
drink, potato

chips - 500

for champs
* music, bands
* sponsored by Co-Rec

* prizes

I),, the Ion by the fountain

Saturday. April 11 - 11-3 p.m.
Sign up at the booth in front of the student union
Come to one or both

-rgmiratvanouw
OUTSTANDING VALUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUYING BUDGET
Early Advertising Scrapbook
tyl,r ..:on Antiques 1 B00-1 900
$1.49
Now $3.95 8; Clymer. Cloth Edition
Great, Lawman of the West
English & Scottish Earthenware
Now $1.49
Now $2.98 (Orig. $4.50)
Clocks & Watches
:. in cob oi & Black

Small Kitchen Cookbook
plus herbchart

&

$1.49

Wh te
13.95

Kandinsky
Th- Dork World of Witches
full color. Import $2.98
..
Sale $2.98
anxique Firearms. core & repair Antique Collecting for Everyone
Now $2.98
Now $2.98
$SI
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s Beaks, Religion, Music, Art.
tc. Got these new books at Bargain Prices NOW at San Jose Book
Shop. COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE!
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
- Ash us about it - chances are we can give you Immediate information as to price, exact title and availability. If we don’t have
it, we can get if for you promptly.
Open ’til
9:00 P.M.
Thursday

San

FBOOK SHOP

Pest Seller
Reprints
for Lon
2911-5513

119 E. San Fernando between 3rd and 411.

sft.

-416101111111111116

I

Dr. Vernon A. Ouellette, a
former SJS faculty member and
administrator was appointed dean
of student affairs for the California State Colleges Thursday
by Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke.
Ouellette, who was a professor
in Industrial Relations here at
SJS, was acting dean of student
affairs at Stanislaus State College before his new appointment.
Ouellette has served in faculty
and administrative capacities at
Fresno and San Francisco State
Colleges and was acting chairman of Chico State College’s Division of Business prior to his
appointment at Stanislaut. He
served as assistant to the president at Stanislaus from 1968 until he was appointed acting dean
of student affairs in 1969.

3 DOORS NORTH OF PENNEY’S

STUDENT PIPE AND TOBACCO CENTER
PourheN Humidors

JOSEPH MAGNIN

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS (11

21

suTOMOTIV’

VW REPAIR. New, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 29-2-3768.
’68 650 TRIUMPH - Very clean. Exc.
running cond. Engine compl. overhauled.
New bearing, chains, rings. valve job,
etc. Call Bill 298-7911.
’65 CHEV. IMPALA 2 Dr. HT, PS. New
AT, Radio, Heater, WW Tires, 283 V-8,
$950. Call 266-3500.
MG-TO 1950. Righthand drive. Classic.
Restored inside & out. Recently overhauled. Call 378-6527,
1970 VW. 8,000 mi., Sunroof, AM/FM,
Excellent condition. Best offer. 292.1759.
14 VW - Rebuilt ’61 engine - cheap
trarsorrtation & good friend. $150. 2597909 alter 8:30 p.m.
PARTS. tvl i 850 eng. MG 1100 trans.
Su carts ankage. Other parts. Make
offer. 293 1634 after 6 p.m.
’65 MG PARTS: Engine & body. Excellent Condition, 2948528.
1957 CADILLAC 4 dr. Excellent Condition. $300 or trade for Motorcycle.
Call 298-5439.
’66 MGI RDSTR., WW, Blue $1500.
Michelin Tires, Cell 295-9691. 429 S.
13th.
1955 CHEVY, Radio, heater, 6 cylinder,
4 door. $150. Call 252-6070.

3 EDRM HOUSE available immediateli.
.. deposit. Call 287.4900.
Woman preferred.
APT. for ren, 1 bdrrn., $125/mo. Co,
mriner-zer 633 S. 8th #1.

12-STRING GUITAR w/case $185 value
wool. cond. Will sell $75 or best offer.
Cell 292-8125. Mon., Tues. or Wed. Eve.
after 9:30 or weekends after 6:00. Dave.
MAGNAVOX COMPNENT STEREOWalnut cabinets - new $140, wil; sell
for $100. 287-5914.
SONY TC-125 Stereo Cassette Tape
Deck. 1 month old. $80. Call Mark.
289-8218 (Nights 9-10).
GUITAR AMP AND MIKE - All pent.
cond. Gibson SG Spec. $225. Fender
Twin $450. Shure PEP $50. 293-0928.
BLONDE FALL & Case - Hand -tied
Ex. cond., never worn, $25.00 or best
offer. Call 294-4636.
HOSHO TAPE RECORDER - $25, 8
mm movie camera - $25, SJS Jacket
(size 46) - $12. Gary at 293.9806.

FEMALE ROOMMATE - Share 1 bdrm.
Modern 2 bath apt. $50/mo. 333 North
5.5 No, 2. Call 297-3438.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share a mod.
dot. w I other. Age 19,21. $5O/mo. 426
S. 6th No. 8. 292-7185.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Lanai
Apartments. Call 258-0852 after 6 p.m.
WANTED: 1 or 2 persons to rent room
in house at 429 S. 13th St. Call 2959691. $75/mo. All utilities paid.
WILLOW GLEN HOUSE 4 bdrm., 2
r
2 car garage. Quiet. 10 min
remps.s. 941-6521.

HELP WANJED 141

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY to live in
:
,mog in a beautiful old
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
rn with three other male
route. Part or full time. Must have
C on bedroom, $75 mo., just
drivers license. We train. Mn. Edwards 23 si.. ,,Jmi State. 272-1669 before
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. I 9,Cfi
INSIDE SALES - men, good rar..,/ MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Own BedStart today, 22 hrs. a week. Work ti
. in 2 bdrm. house. Close to SJS.
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 2,
a 1. Call 292-2725 after 5 p.m. Prof.
1st St. Rm. 207.
, Div. or Grad.
HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2 bdrm furnished
babysitters & ’housekeepers part-time &
.
Freshly painted, $190/mo.
temp. 289,9466.
252 i Reed St., No. I.
JUNE GRAD. w/Business beckorc -J FEMALE ROOMMATE to shsare a mod..
needed. 292-6242, Ext. 79. AMERICAN
.:
-,:I, campus. May move
RED CROSS, 8:30.5:00,
i 0
286-2859/293-3665.
CUSTODIAL JOB AVAILABLE AT
LOST AND FOUND 16
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE. 5 hours per
night, 7 to 12 m. $2.00 per hour. Con.
tact Mts. Graff for appointment.
LOST-Shepherd pup, 3/12/70, female,
WANT TO HELP with Orientation Con- multicolored, shaggy hair, no collar.
ference/ Counselors are needed. Applic. Please call 293-5719.
avail. in A.S. office this week.
LOST - Grayish glasses; by fountain
Mar. 20; Please call 287-9649; Reward.
HOUSING 151
PERSONALS Ill
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
1 bdrm. apt. 429 So. 9th St. $80/mo.
UNWANTED HAIR removed permaApt. #6.
nently. 235 E. Santa Clara St., Rm. 513.
ROOMS AVAILABLE-at State II, 155 Ph. 294-4499,
So, 11th St. $58/mo. 1/2 block from
campus. Living rm. 8, party rm. Also SUPPORT STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
through Orientation Conference. Sign-up
available for summer at $42/mo.
ONE BDRM. APT. turn. w/w carpet. $140 for Couns, inter, this week in AS. office,
mo. 545 So. 9th St. or call 294-5744.
SERVICES I I
ROOMMATE NEEDED - Share one
bdrm. apt. w/pool. Near campus. Only
AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
$50/mo. Call 293-7337.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED now up- Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
per div. Have own room $67.50. 395 up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
Toll 241-3900,
So. 12th St. 297-6924. Ask for Rod.
PT. HIDE-AWAY: Mod 2 bdrm. vacation home in smog -free Santa Cruz Mts.
Insulated, elec. heat & Kit. Redwood
deck. $15,000. I. Long. 264-2322.
FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now taking applic. for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Stave
470 So. 11th St.
I’M LOOKING for roommates & apartment, I’m willing to pay up to $70/mo.
I’m willing to go apt. hunting with
someone too. Call 967-5647.

Nur

Previews: April 12th, 13th and 14th
Reduced Preview Prices: Orchestra 5.50 and Side

Rear 4.50

TUE8. THROUGH SAT, NIGHT AT B 30, SUNDAY NIGHT AT 7.30,
TuES WED., THURS AND SuN , ORCHESTRA 56 50. SIDE $600 ANDMATINEEIBUCES:
REA_TI
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY. ORCHESTRA 57 50, SIDE $7.00 AND SIDE REAR $8.80. $6.50.
61111GOUNTI 81.00 OFF STUDENT RUSIC OS MINUTES BEFORE CuRTAIN) 1/’TUNNY
FIlet
MOT!) AT AIL TICKETRON ROA OFFICES, MACY’S, AND OTHER LEADING
The Little Fox Theatre, 533 Pacific, San Franciseo, Calif.
Box Office Phone: (416)484-4988

Saturday. April 11
8 p.m. 81 10:45 p.m.
San Jose
Civic Auditorium
$5.50

$4.50
UN
On Sale:

Jose Box Office
112 Town Sc Country Village
246.1160
Ow: Mot Stru Fri. 10 AlkEn10 PM
San

Sat 10 AM-3 PM

OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker, 294.0076. Weekdays only 84.
AUTO INSURANCE as low OS $109 per
year for married, good students. Also
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
BICYCLE REPAIRING. Reasonable
rates. 48 hour service. Call Mark or Jim
after 4:00 295-9455.
WEDDINGS PHOTOGRAPHED IN
COLOR for only $89.50 For complete
info. call 294.1809 noon till 10 p.m.
FIND your ideal match Campus Dating
Service 289.9466, $2.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8.00 per mo. Call 377-2935.
USE MY STUDIO to sell your paintings.
(No Charge) Call 289-9466,
TYPING MY HOME - Electric, experienced, accurate, minor edit. Reports,
thesis, etc. Call 257-6788.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/$38,
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
and other quality beverages at home.
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0390.
COED NEEDS SAME for European
travel, 6 weeks this summer. Call 2077291.
TRANSPORTATION 19/

afta

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

tor, SALE (3)
SURPLUS - G.l. end COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell bolt. pants,
clothing, polyfoam, tamping supplies.
beck packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
Sundays, 287-3942.

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30

RECORD & TAPE SALEI I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
et a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06: $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
roles are on a speciel order basis. Piece
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours BOO a.m. to 12:00
mid. MWF. Call & place an order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
PIG SUR SUMMER CAMP. One year
lease, $100 per mo. Pool, showars, etc.
Small A-frame $85. Peck szn $175. Write
P.O. Box 3682, Carmel, Ca:ifornie 93921.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats,
Hippie Fashions: Furs. Leather Vest and
Hats, Fur Coats. London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store, 315 E. Heddino between 8th & 9th St. 293.4651.
QUALITY SUEDE & LEATHER CLOTHING. Low prices. Pants, $40, vests $1525. Call Sue: 287.5948.

Did That Used Car
Dealer Get To You?
Sell that one of a
kind lemon through the
SPARTAN DAIL CLASSiFIED

Minimum
Three lines
One day

Thres days

Four days

Five days
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1.50

2.00

2.25
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2.00
2.50
3.00

2.50

2.75

3.00
3.50

3.25
3.75-

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

-3.003.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50
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2.50-

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
111
§ PetssIto
(t)
Far Eala (S)

(1)

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for sack line)

Two days

Add this
amount for
each addI
tional line

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

One day

5 !Ws
6 liniT

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

JC 206 - 9:30-3:00 Daily

CLASSIFIED RATES
Due to popular demand
2 shows

FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPHY for any
purpose including environmental portraits, model composites, weddings, art
pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hell, 440_ W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2308.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Master’s - Reports - Dissertetions.
Marianne Tambora, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395, San Jose.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances.
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street, S.F. 94111.

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, MI
one way - $289 round trip. Japan, MIIIM
Confect Prof. Mage, 293-1033.
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DLL
COUNTS available to holders of fine
international student identity card.
info, regarding travel discounts
perchase of card, CONTACT: International
Student Club of America, 11687 Spe
Vicente Blvd. *4, LA., Calif.900.2.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: hal
Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 1143.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Ac- 1857.
curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract.
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Esche’s 2512598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aiavian-298.41O4,
TYPING - thesis, term papers. etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.

Yes- Art, Films,
Handicrafts, Native
$ Filipino Dances, and
Fashion Show

SHOW

297-0463

13 N. 1st St.

OPENING% AVAILABLE IN NORNILIIN AND
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA As WELL As NEVADA
MAKE APPOINTMENT% AT TIIE
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER

$,

Bill
Cosby
KEN KESEY’S
"ONE FLEW OVER THE cuacocifs
A PLAY BY DALE WASSERMAN
0/..ning Night: Wednesday, April 15, 1970

$4.95

$5.95

APRIL 16
10 A.M.-3 P.M.

e!!

THE

Chest Rustic

Spartan Briar

ON CAMPLN ISTERIEIVe FOR
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE POSITIONS

10 CHRYSLER - Ex. cond. Looks
great, runs great. Reliable transportation. $150. Call 736-1300,
’67 FORD $100. Good Car! Must sell.
Call 289-8254, eves.
’66 MG, 1100 Sedan. Good tires, new
battery. $600 - 258-5450.
1961 OLDS F4I5 - R/H, best offer over
over $250. Call 286-6638.
tVie",,,,,,e90WwfwWTWA.41.% ’62 VW BUG with Radio, in good con.
,Tr;on. $550. Call 296-8231 after 4:30.
a. ’61 PLYM. VAL STA. WGN. Good
Cultur
transportation. Runs good. Good brakes.
Stick shift. $100.00. 287-5914.
’68 VW. Good mech. condition. Only
20,000 miles. $14130/or best offer. Cali
294-2927, E.t. 112. Chris.
’31 MODEL A COUPE won’t depreciate.
Powered by Chevy running gear. Custom Interior, dash, wide ovals and more
SHARP! $825. 298-7690

MI at "Mabuhay.(Long Live).
the Filipino-American
Student Association’s
Culture Week.
April 13-18
.40.40cow...e.4010.4.4.4wor.so,

pususay,-Arn7.1970

4-NPAETAN DAMEN
- -

time has come...

YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7.30e.s. 70 Hawthcrne Way, S.J. 2865487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB neds
students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft, low membership fees & monthly
dues. Cert. flight instructors avail. 7226160.
TODAY and TOMORROW
GROUP ENCOUNTER. Responsible
Spartan Spears, 8:30 a.m. to, group starting April IS. 7-10 p.m. 6 wks.
2:30 p.m. Table near Old Book- plus marathon. $75 Dr. R. Grimson and
store. Annual Lost and Found i Leila Whitcomb,. 353-2032 after 5 p.m.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
Sale.
flights from L.A. and Oakland, to LonTOMORROW
don, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, from $270
Campus Ambassadors, 10:30 to $325 roundtrip. $150 to $185 onea.m. to 1:30 p.m.. CU. Madrone way. Coordinator: Professor Frank F.
Peal. 247 Roycroft Ave. Long Beach
Room Discussion: "Is Christ in 90803 438-2179.
Your Summer Plans?"
INTERVIEWS NEXT WEEK to select
Anthropology (tub, 12:30 p.m., Counselors for Orientation Conference.
Front steps of Morris Dailey. Let signups this week for an interview in
the sun shine in. Come and rap. A.S. office.

Travel relaxed to

OR WRITE

!

Help Wardad (4)

Housing (5)

Lcet and Found (6)

Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE., CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to spew.

Days

TRUSTEES CANCEL SPECIAL SESSION
’Billy Budd’

PARTAN DAILY

"Billy Budd." Peter Ustinew’s film
adaptation of the play based on a
novel by Herman Mel% ill.’, will he
shoan today at 3:30 and ’2 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. Allred,.lon
Is free to the college. coin lllll nity. The
film Is the fifth of the Classic Film
Series.
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Park Project
Yields Pride
In Community
<
JOHN THORNE
".. . prisoners shackled."

JOHN JACKSON
". .. an armed guard."

Speakers Urge Support
For ’Soledad Brothers’
By GARY PIERCE
Daily Political Writer
Five speakers urged students to support the "Soledad Brothers" during a
rally on Seventh Street yesterday
afternoon.
The Soledad Brothers, George Jackson, Fleeta Drurngoe, and John Cluchette, are three Black prison inmates
who are being tried on murder charges
In the death of Soledad Prison guard
John Mills.
Yesterday’s speakers included Mike
Torrence, SJS Black Student Union
(BSU) minister of defense: John Jackson, brother of defendant George Jackson; Earl Braud, BSU minister of information; a BSU member who identified himself only as Rik; and John
Thorne, Jackson’s attorney.
Torrence opened the rally with a
brief reference to the March 31 fatal
shooting of Don Miller, a Black Overfelt High School student, by a Santa
aara policeman.
He told the audience of about 200, "If
you weren’t at San Jose State, you
could very well be that dead nigger we
buried yesterday."
He warned Black members of the
audience, "The situation in prison is
no different than the situation here.
You’re in prison right here."
’ARMED GUARD’
Jackson then spoke, saying that his
brother Was in Soledad Prison originally because he was convicted of second
degree murder, and sentenced to from
one year to life.
"When we go to visit him, he has
coveralls on and his hands cuffed at
his side. There is an armed guard in
the room at all times," Jackson stated.
"If you want to see what is going
on, come to the trial on June 22, and if

you can’t get in, picket the courthouse,"
he urged.
The trial is scheduled to resume on
that day in Salinas.
Braud then spoke briefly, saying,
"You don’t have to chain slaves, but
you do have to shackle warriors, and
that’s what these Soledad Brothers
are."
BSU member Rik followed with a
personal account of the trial. He was
in Salinas for part of the proceedings,
and said, "What I saw was three
brothers, shackled and chained, being
railroaded."
’GAG RULING’
Thorne opened his talk by saying the
trial judge has imposed a "gag ruling"
on the case and that he is "not permitted to discuss the case . . . as far
as the trial is concerned."
He claimed that this ruling prohibits
him from speaking about the details
of the case without being found in
contempt of court, thus injuring his
client.
Thorne said pre-trial publicity has
presjudiced prospective jurors against
the defendants, yet the judge is refusing to allow comments which would
give the defendants’ side.
He added that whenever the defendants appear in court they are shackled
and chained and that only one defendant is allowed in court at a time.
Thorne and the other attorneys have
protested this, but the judge ruled
that he is allowing only one to appear
at a time because he is afraid they will
disrupt the court.
Braud announced after the rally that
the BSU woud charter a bus to Salinas
June 22 when the trial resumes. A signup sheet for space on the bus will be
available in the BSU office, located in
the Black Studies Building.

STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS work in
unison on construction of telephone play structureone
of several features of the Community Park Project. Jim

By STAN SCOVELL
Daily Stan Writer
The little boy stood transfixed,
watching the ribbon of cement sidewalk that snaked around the freshly
upturned mounds of earth.
He looked up and beamed a smile at
the approaching stranger. "This is my
park," he said with a discernible note
of pride.
This is the essence of the Community
Park Project, "to sustain within the
people of the neighborhood a sense
of pride and accomplishment in their
community."
It was this objective which inspired
Jim Self, president of the Manpower
Administration Club, to seek the backing of students, business interests and
the involvement of the community
itself on the east side project.
SIGNIFICANCE
Pacific Gus and Electric Co. recognized the significance of the project
and donated its easement property for
the actual park site. Ellis Langley,
San Jose division manager, stated that
PG&E "was happy to be part of the
project," noting that the park is
"unique due to the student involvement."
Acting President Hobert Burns realized the social significance of the project, stating, "The park will do more
than 1,000 speeches to promote good
will and understanding between the
campus and the community, and I
commend all those on the campus and
in the community who are making the
park a reality."
More than 250 community members
and students worked toward these
"community goals" last Saturday and
Sunday during the first of three scheduled weekends of work (April 10-11
and 18-19 remain) on the low-income
recreational facility.
CEMENT SIDEWALK
Preliminary construction plans were
advanced
significantly when
the
Chaides Construction Co. unexpectedly
volunteered its services and completed
the placement Of 700 feet of cement
sidewalk Saturday afternoon.
By Sunday night more than 750
feet of sprinkler systems and 30 per
cent of the fencing was completed.
Work on the telephone pole play structure and sand boxes progressed rapidly
and should be completed this weekend,
stated Self.
The manpower club is seeking 200
volunteers for this weekend. The group
will set up a booth for volunteers on
the main level of the College Union
between 8 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., tomorrow
and Friday.

Self, ’president of the Manpower Administration Club,
stated that the response of students and community
members to the project was "fantastic."

Trustee Speaks
Albert Ruff, San Jose member of
The State College Board of Trustees, will speak to a political YIiellItY.
CLAYS in aeadelide go% eminent tonight
at ’7 In JC Ill, Ruff will ansner
question* following his talk. The
meeting is open to all students.

No Decision on SJS President
Those who speculated that a permanent college
president for SP.; would be named today are
wrong! The special meeting of the State College
Board of Trustees, culled to deal with the SJS
presidency and other matters, has been cancelled.
In a statement released late yesterday aftereil that tonoon, the chancellor’s office anno
day’s special session had been called off because
"several trustees were unable to make the meeting." The Daily later learned that one of the
trustees who would hare been unable to attend
was Daniel Bidder, chairman of the board.

The trustees had interviewed the two remaining candidates for the position, Acting President
Hobert Burns and an unidentified "moderate.
liberal from the east coast," last week. Since the
board was scheduled to meet in executive session
today in Los Angeles, it was anticipated that a
decision on the presidency would be forthcoming.
(Executive sessions are only called to discuss personnel matters.)
By press time, the special session had not been
rescheduled. The trustees do not have another
regularly scheduled general meeting until May.

Disciplinary Action Underway
Against SJS Librarian Baillie
By FRANK FERTADO
and MARY DOUGHERTY
Dr. Stuart Baillie, director of the
SJS library, in disciplinary action currently under way has been charged
with alleged use of state funds and
facilities for work done for a non-state
agency, the Daily has learned.
Three charges were filed with the
disciplinary action panel by Dr. Ted

W. Benedict, acting as a pro forma
complainant. An assistant to the college president, Dr. Benedict filed the
charges on the basis of information he
received from Mrs. Lorraine Villagram,
senior clerk of acquisitions.
Along with the previous accusation,
two additional charges were made, according to Dr. Benedict, Dr. Senile has
been accused of assigning personal

Deliberations End
In Disruption Case
cision on the constitutionality of Rule
Nine of the A.S. Constitution, Rule
Nine states that a quorum of two.
thirds of all council members must be
present during meetings.
Associate Justice Frank Haber filed
a complaint with Heller. He charged
that Student Council was conducting
business and allocating money without
a quorum. In turn, Heller presented
the case before Judiciary.

Charged with disrupting a college
activity, Nany Borovy, an SJS student,
appeared Monday before the Associated
Students (A.S.) Judiciary to refute
the charge.
Judiciary completed deliberation on
the incident, which allegedly occurred
during the Dec. 4 demonstration against
on-campus recruiters. The Judiciary’s
recommendation will be forwarded to
Acting President Hobert Burns for
his final decision and action.
A police report was presented as
evidence by Sandy Heller, A.S. attorney general. It stated that Miss Borovy
was seen about 12:45 p.m. in a crowd
of approximately 40 demonstrators.
The demonstrators were demanding
entry to the College Union Ballroom,
the report stated.

Tent City
Now Open

’PIGS OFF’
Ernest Quinton, chief of security,
thestified that the group was blocking the doorway, preventing interviewees from entering the ballroom.
The demonstrators were also shouting "pigs off campus" and "recruiters
off campus." according to Quinton.
An unidentified security officer,
stating he had seen Miss Borovoy previously on campus and knew her by
sight, said the defendant was among
the demonstrators who were shouting.
He said it appeared she also was pushing and shoving.
Miss Borovoy claims she was not in
the College Union at the time she was
alleged to have been there. "I was in
chess from 12:30 to 1:45," she explained.
"I did not get over to the Union until
about 2 o’clock."
She stated that at the time she was
in the Union there was no attempt
to enter the Ballroom. "There were
rumors that police were coming and
many students began leaving," she
said.
RECESS DENIED
Attorney General Heller asked for
a recess until additional evidence and
witnesses could be obtained. The defendant objected, stating it has been
three months since the incident and
Heller "should have had ample time."
After a lengthy deliberation, Chief
Justice Roger Olsen explained that
the Judiciary had refused to grant a
continuance.
In other action taken Monday, the
Judiciary decided It was not presented
with sufficient evidence to make a cle-

Rap City begins today without a
formal program --- just a lot of "rapping" on the housing situation and
anything else that students feel like
discussing.
The three day event will feature an
alternate life style plan. Simple earth
foods will be served at the barbeque
pits Wednesday and Thursday night.
Sensitivity sessions on the lawned area
will be conducted in an attempt to
bring people closer together. Interpersonal communication concerning
students’ values will be included in the
"rap" sessions.
Ten large tents will be available
to students on Wednesday night with
additional tents planned for Thursday
and Friday night. Everyone is welcome to bring their sleeping bag and
spend the night or stay for the entire
activity. The ROTC field next to the
Seventh Street volleyball courts will
probably be used Thursday and Friday
night. The area between the Women’s
Gym and the Faculty Office Building
is designated as the tent site for
tonight.
A rally is tentatively planned at
Rap City by the Student Housing Committee at 12:30 p.m. today to supplement Rap City’s dramatization of the
lark of suitable housing and high
rents around the campus community.
Portable toilets will be available
after school facilities close. Water containers will also be available.
There is no sign-up sheet for tent
facilities, so bring your bag and your
"hod" and find yourself a place to
set up camp.

tasks to the library staff and signing
blank "claim schedules."
Dr. Benedict explained he was not
personally involved in the case. However, he wanted to give Dr. Baillie an
opportunity to defend himself and give
the academic community an opportunity to discover the facts.
Additionally, four other charges were
filed by a group of seven professional
librarians, according to Dr. Benedict.
Dr. Raymond Stanley, chairman of the
disciplinary Action Panel, has refused
to release these charges.
CATALOG
Dr. Baillie allegedly used California
state funds to catalog books for Aspen
High School in Aspen, Colorado, said
Dr. Benedict. The incident is said to
have occurred in 1966, shortly after
Dr. Baillie came to SJS.
He has also been accused of using
library personnel for personal gift
wrapping at Christmas time.
The third charge involves improper
administrative practices. He is alleged to have signed blank "claim
schedules," authorizations to pay for
supplies furnished to the library by
outside vendors, so that payment could
be made while he was on vacation.
A committee of the Disciplinary
Action Panel, acting as an Investigating Committee, is currently defining
these charges and gathering evidence
bearing on them. The investigating
Committee will decide whether the
evidence warrants a hearing.
According to Dr. Rex Burbank, assistant academic- vice-president, the
investigation will hopefully be completed by the end of the week. However, he said, it could take as long as
three weeks.
Although Dr. Burbank claims Dr.
Baillie should have been notified, Dr.
Baillie asserts he has not yet received
formal charges. Dr. Baillie refused to
comment further at this time.
AUDIT
Part of the evidence which the Investigating Committee is considering is
a financial audit requested by Dr.
Benedict. The audit was recently completed by Wayne Williams, college controller, conducted under the direction
of Dr. Glen Guttormsen, director of
business affairs.
A state audit is also currently under
way by Garvin J. Ivans, principal
management auditor for the California
State Colleges. His report will be submitted directly to the Chancellor’s office.
Concerning the charge that Dr.
Baillie allegedly misused state funds,
library spokesmen, who wished to remain anonymous, claim that he had
previously received oral permission for
the project from the college administration.
"He used this as a research project
to develop techniques for facilitating
the catalog processing," they claim.
"He also cut cataloging costs in half.
thus saving the college $60,000."
The spokesmen have also accused the
seven librarians of using work time to
prepare their material for the charges
the librarians filed. "This has resulted
in a constant drain of state taxpayers
funds," the sposesmen claim.
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Editorials

Since taking office in 1968, the Nixon
AtIn t i tt istration and the press have squared
off many times, with Spiro ’I’. Agnew leading the way.
But the federal courts have done just
as effective a job in try ing to oppress the
news media.
last October, four Chicago newspapers
were subpoenaed to prothiee unedited
files. photos, film and even reporter notebook. concerning Nit crage of an SDS
W cathermen confrontation in ( hicago.

Sever Grid Subsidy
1 he white elephant of the SJS athletic program the unprofitable and unsuccessful football team is on the verge of being severed front its annual A.S.
subsidy.
The proposed A.S. budget calls for an end to student financing of intercollegiate football. The support for the grid squad will be taken over by the Spartan
Foundation, an alumni group.
The A.S. go s eminent is happy w ith the new set up. The Athletic Department
seems reconciled to it. The Daily heartily endorses the plan.
For too long the Spartan football team has received handouts from the A.S. government. The A.S. annual fiscal loss on the football team cannot be justified in
the fare of griming student indifference for football.
The new plan provides a large bonus for the student government. .According
to 1.S. .1ssistant Treasurer Ron Ilarbeek. the total A.S. athletic account for fiscal
1970-71 is less than the football budget alone for the current year.
SiS is also pioneering in this area. It is among the first, if not the first, college
in the nation to puncture the sacred cow of intercollegiate athletics by cutting financial support front an unpopular and unprofitable program.
The football team. however, does not necessarily come out on the short end
under the new system. It no longer will have to beg for A.S. money and worry
that an irate A.S. Council may freeze its funds. Instead. it will be supported by
all enthusiastic group bent on producing a strong. winning football program at
Si S.
Athletic Director Dr. Robert Bronzan. who has often sparred with A.S. government user funding. put it well when he said: "This will give the A.S. more operating power and football more flexibility."
The new program is another example of the swift, innovative action of the Edwards administration in solving campus problems that have been the subject of
touch discussion but little action in past years.
Edwar(ls. Darbeck, Treasurer Tim Fitzgerald, the budget committee, and the
A.S. Council deserve credit for the proposal.
We now tru-t that the Council will put it into action.

ROTC Badly Out of Step
1\ l,,,%er gave the "order" which sent a company of uniformed ROTC cadets
marching through the center of the BSU rally yesterday was badly out of step
with the times.
Guns glinting in the early afternoon sunlight, the group of cadets marched
with eyes forward down the center of the gathering of students at the Seventh
Street rally. Fortunately, they were ignored by the BSU and its sympathizers!
idess the SJS administration advocates a double standard, a suspension of the
entire ROTC group is in order. The precedent has been set.
In P)67 three students were suspended for "disrupting" ROTC drilling
they
had marched along with the cadets.
Ns recently as December a group of students were suspended for "disrupting" recruitment in the College Union.
Admittedly, yesterday’s "disruption" did not resemble the College Union demonstration, but it was an exact parallel of the 1967 "march -in."
The Spartan Daily believes that the BSU should file a complaint against the
ROTC group. We believe "the military" should be shown it has no elite position
on this campus.

S!a f Comment

Car Pools

’Limit Freedom’
By MIKE NOLAN

Newspaper reporters may not admit it,
but the most interesting and thought-provoking material to appear in the paper is
often in the letters to the, editor section.
We had such a letter in Friday’s Thrust
am’ Parry section in the Daily.
1st Rangno’s short letter proposed that
siS might be wise to limit the use of the
parking garage to students participating
in ear pools.
Ile based this assumption on a spot sun
VVy sshieh showed 133 of 136 cars entering
the garage carried only one person, the
driv er.
This is a perfect example of a wellmeaning suggestion made in an attenqit to
solve one of this campus’ most irritating
problems.
However. it is also typical of the thinking that is robbing us of more and more
of our individual prerogatives.
To impose such a limit on the use of
the parking garage, even taking into ar101111t the handieapped and those of us like
who must drive more than 20 miles
in
to SJS, forces lots of controlling factors
into our lives.
It’s easy to come up with idealistic approachea such as this our, but who suffer*? The individual, who must one just

a little bit more of what precious little
freedom we have left chipped away.
Just using this car pool idea as an example, it brings to mind all sorts of other
problems, such as time of arrival and departure. individual decision on whether or
not to attend certain classes, transportation during the day, the trouble with trying to fit the needs and desires of three
or four people into a single unit. and NO
on.
In other words, the individual is forced
tee give up much of his precious sovereignty ill the name of "progress,"
Life is getting complicated enough with.
out imposing even more rules on our already all -too-limited individual freedom.

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with R. L. Beadle, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decisions on use of
guest articles; are reserved to the Editor.
Guert copy should be toed double speed
cm a 40-space MOM

The l:BS tiIeision

"You have the right to remain silent ..."

Guest Room

Nixon To Eliminate ’Threat’
By JIM

Philosophers keep repeating that America’s only hope lies in its youth. President
Nixon apparently has caught on, and he’s
doing soon-thing to eliminate that threat.
He recently instructed the Department
of Health, Education anti Welfare to examine a New York psychiatrist’s proposal
that all six-year-olds in the United States
be psychologically tested to determine
their future potentials for criminal behavior.
The esteemed Dr. Arnold Hutsehnecker
(Nixon’s personal physician while he was
vice president), has been whispering in
the President’s ear.
"The aim," he says, "is to prevent a
child with a delinquent character structure from being allowed to grow into a
full-fledged teen-age delinquent or adult
criminal."
On the face of it, there are possibly
relationships to he found between childhood behavior patterns and future lives of
crime.
ELIMINATE DISSENT
And granted, crime is one of mankind’s
most urgent problems.
But a closer look reveals that a crimedeterrent may not be all the administration and If utschnecker want.
Psychological testing and resultant
"treatment" could, if utilized. eliminate
legitimate dissent in this country in 10
to 15 years
the time it will take for
little brain-washed vegetables to grow up.
This possibility is underlined by Hutschneeker’s 1969 Look magazine article. High
school and college students "should be
obliged to undergo psychological testing,"
he stated. "Such tests would serve the purpose of weeding out psychopathic personalities before they reach positions of
power."
The treatment Hutschnecker advocates
for those found to he "potential" misfits
is simple: "There may he a need to establish ’camps’," he says. These ’camps’ possibly would 11Se treatment similar to Pavlovian methods "which I have seen effectively used in the Soviet Union."
Those who "pass" the tests, Hutschnecker would present with mental health certificates, required of all young people as a
prerequisite for any job of "political re.
sponsibility."
There you have it
terrifying shades
of Orwell and Huxley, minus the fiction.

BIG BROTHER
Conceivably, our children would be programmed to salivate when Big Brother
rings his bell, with some trained as psychiatrists and psychologists to perpetuate
the hideous machine and eventually eliminate free. thought
The implicar
are far-reaching. If it
is derided that geneties and inheritance
cuntribute to a free-thinking
I, hlood
relati %Vs may be seized and imprisoned by
the score for their relationship to a test-

thinker.
The future would lie especially unrosy
for radicals, militants and racial minorities.

BROADY
It hasn’t been revealed who would structure the tests interpret them or implement
the resultant "corrections."
But bets could be taken such persons
would be carefully selected for their ability
to smell out an even vaguely dissatisfied
youth.
And how many of us are really satisfied?
The profoundest absurdity of this dastardly plot is that its proponents hope to
cure America’s ills by treating or eliminating its products. The sick society would
stand, while they thrash through the underbrush like bloodhoun ds, vanquishing the
only ones with a !possible remedy.
Our President is enterti l i tt ing notions
that if realized would forever class him
with Hitler and other perpetrators of
crimes against h anity. Ile is listening
to fanatics.
Condemnation should flood the White
House. If the study is continued, impeachment proceedings should be instantly initiated.
We might not get a second chance.

Thrust and Parry

Rangno Wrong
Editor:
I would like to address this letter to Art
Range.
Dear Mr. Rangno:
I think your idea about a rock festival is
outstanding. I feel we should take the rock
festival money out of the hands of "capitalists" and funnel it into the needy channels of
this college. And, I think these festivals should
be early in the fall semester and late in the
spring semester. Host aver, I disagree with you
on everything else you mention about sports.
First of all, when was the last time you
were at a sporting event here at SJS? We
may not win every game but if you really
"let yourself go," you may actually enjoy
yourself. But, we wouldn’t want your friends
to laugh at you for having a good time. To
some people, sitting at a football game, eating
a hotdog, is just as much fun as turning on
at a rock festival!
Secondly, I know many sorority and fraternity types, and they like the "Airplane" just
as much as anyone, maybe even more. But
some people, Mr. Rangno, are open minded and
enjoy more than one activity. Wake up to the
seventies. By the way, were you ever in a
fraternity?
Thirdly, what’s the matter with being a
patriotic or religious nut? What kind of nut
are you?
And speaking of football, many players expect and know about, the dangers of football.
But, when you come to a rock concert, should
you expect a Hells Angel to shoot you?
Should you expect to he trampled by people
rushing the stage? Apparently, Mr. Rangno,
you have never had to fight for a good seat.
Well, if that isn’t "war without killing," then
nothing is.
So, Art, have your rock festival. But, remember their are some of us out here in
reality land who are open minded enough to
dig two or more things at once! Football is
Just as enjoyable as music, maybe more,
Rey Frost
&IS Cheerleader
MB A08030

network has been

subpoenaed for all film, including that not
ttlecast. shot for a Black Panther program.
And New York ’fillies San Francisco correspondent, Earl Caldwell, has been ordered to surrender "all notes and tape recordings" used in inters iewing several
Black Panthers, inclueling Das iii Ililliard.
The gove
lit and the press clash on
freedom of the press and
two traditions
a citizen’s duty to appear in court.
The problem has now been partially
solved with a federal judge’s decision that
reporters must be protected in pursuit of
the news.
But Judge Alfonso J. Zirpoli also ruled
that Caldwell must appear before a Federal Grand Jury to answer questions.
The judge did rule that Caldwell does
not have to reveal information given in
confidence until: 1) the government fails
to obtain the information elsewhere and
2) there is a "compelling and overriding"
national interest in obtaining this information.

Neither Caldwell’s attorneys nor the
government are satisfied with the decision.
The judge suspended the order pending
a quick appeal.
Caldwell wanted a flat ruling that the
Grand Jury cannot compel a newsman to
answer questions because a reporter’s appearance before it would dry his sources
of information
Amendment.

and

violate

the

First

flat ruling
appear.
The issue here is significant, not because
Caldwell is Black or that his stories concerned the Black Panthers, but that a
Grand Jury subpoena to a newsman does
violate freedom of the press.
As journalists we must be able to obtain
information, sometimes on a non-publication basis or only on the strictest of confidence.
Only this way can the press accurately
tell what’s happening in America and
moreover, tell what it means to the average man.
A subpoenaed newsman is a useless one.
Once on the witness stand, he never will
be trusted again.
If America wants to know what is happening, it must interpret the First Amendment so as to protect newsmen from court
The government wanted a
that anyone subpoenaed must

harassment.
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Judge Chargin Censure Asked Chancellor Defends Legal Advice
comPlied
The

Commission

Qualifications

on

asked

Judicial
Cali-

the

fornia Supreme Court Tuesday to
declare public censure of Superior Court Judge Gerald S. Chargin because of what was termed
"improper and inexcusable" remarks about Mexican-Americans.
The commission stated that
Chargin’s statements "constituted
conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice that brings
the judicial office into disrepute."
It went on to say that there
was no midenee of prejudice by
the judge besides the September.
1969, incident.
Chargin has been under fit e
since hi courtroom remaiks to
an 18-year-old Mexican-American youth.

Identify
The identity of a wounded man,
booked for investigation of murder in a shootout that killed four
highway patrolmen and led to
the suicide of one gunman in
Saugus. Calif. Monday, remained
a mystery yesterday.
The man carried identification
papers with the name Russell
Lowell Talbert of Winston-Salem,
NC., but a man of the same
name in Winston-Salem had re-

ported his identificaticr papers
stolen earlier in a bur
y al
his home.
Police said the other goniann.
Jack W. Twining. 35, of Winstonkilled oinked won a shot ?on Ilikt to the head as
closod in on the hillt up ramw he
had sougtt for refuge.

Leary
Timothy 1.eary, serving a oneto-two year sentence at the California

Institution

for

Men

at

Chino for a February conviction
on a charge of possessing marijuana, asked the California Supreme Court to free him on hail
while he appeals the conviction.
Leary was refused bail by
Judge Byron K. McMillan of the

Tuition at the state collegi
and universities, a lower voting
age and tax measures to benefit
students and their parents were
topics discussed by Los Angeles
Mayor Sam Yorty Monday.
Yorty, a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for governor in the June 2 primary, held
a press conference at the San
Jose Airport.
He was in Northern California
to be interviewed by leaders of
the state AFL-CIO Council on
Political FAlucation (COPE), in
an effort to get that committee’s
endorsement for the Democratic
gubernatorial election.
"I told COPE four years ago
If they insisted on backing Pat
Brown, that they would get Ronald Reagan. I told them the same
thing about Jess Unruh today,"
Yorty said.
In the election four years ago
Yorty lost the Democratic nomination to Brown by 300,000 votes.
"I advocate the Collier Plan
thy Assemblyman John E. Collier. R-Pieiiirnii where students
_

VW owners hang in to your
seats!
In addition to the regular menu
of thefts and burglaries, thieves
seem to have developed a craving for front seats of Volkswagens.

could borrow money at low interest rates and pay back the
loan at a time when their standard of income can afford to."
said Yorty.
"If a man can be drafted, he
should vote," the Mayor claink.
"so the legal voting age should
be lowered to 19."
Yorty advocates income tax
deductions for parents of college
students and tax incentives for
the students themselves to help
offset educational costs.
The Mayor said he was neither
familiar with the firing of Dr.
Ebb-ed Rutherford by State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke,
nor would he comment on campus
autonomy in the state college
system.
Yorty said he is stronger than
Gov. Reagan and can beat him
in November, but said that Unruh isn’t strong enough to beat
the Governor.
He feels Unruh is inexperienced, compared to his own experience as Assemblyman and
as a U.S. Representative in Congress as well as being mayor of
the third largest city in the
United States.

GRAPHICS
presented by
London Grafts, Arts
a member of the
London Arts Group
More than 400 original etchings,
lithographs, woodcuts, and
screenprints including works by:
Calder, Chagall, Picasso,
ly, Rembrant and
V
London Arts’ Publications
originals from $10 to $4000
S AN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
College [’Mon
April 9. 1970
Thursday
Ill a.m.-5 p.m.

Acting President Karl Falk of
Fresno State College yesterday
lifted the interim suspensions of
five students who were accused
of alleged detainment of a college administrator on April 1.
The suspension of a Black
chemistry professor, suspended
April 1 for a thirty-day period.
was not lifted.

SUNSHINE SPECIAL

PRESCRIPTIONS

Tmr area VW owners, Mark D.
Vogel, an SJS engineering student and Morton C. Tolson, who
live within two blocks of one
another, were victims of thefts
last Tuesday night.
Tolson lost two front seats.
Vogel lost only his left front
seat. Neither victim could be
contacted for details. Presumably
they are out seat hunting.
Area thieves do not limit themselves to seats. They spiced last
week’s diet with two sets of
stereo equipment, $44 in cash
from an SJS library safe and four
"clean outs" from the Ninth
Street construction site, "Clean
outs" are used in cement work.
The four were valuial at $450.
With the growing appetite of
area crooks it would be a good
idea to watch everything including your seat!

JOIN OUR

HAPPY
HOUR
TUES-THUR 6:57 to 8:03

14tt

GUITARS

GUITARS

GUITARS

2ance lo
Throckniorion

that the law requires an individual tic given notice and an opportunity for a hearing to determine his guilt in a campus disruption case, and his eligibility
for financial aid.

IF COLLEGE IS GETTING

YOU DOWN
Rent a

MAYBE Kennedy’s CAN HELP
typewriter, adding machine, or whatever at

SPECIAL STUDENT F. kTES

BUY OR RENT TO OWN

or ask about our Rent-to-Own Plan
Try our copy
available
service
for student
organizations

iito9eP MuJic
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

IMALHINIL%
AMU

IGO

LOUIPNII.N,

Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
Two Locations To Serve You

s

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404
5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9858

VIC YOU CAN JET
TO EUROPE
ROUND TR1P$189
FOR ONLY &

DEPART
New York

DEPART
OAK., LA.

$289

MU
STUDENT SERVICES WEST, INC.

199

TOKYO $350 ROUND TRIP

Complete travel
info. Contact:
LOIS DICKINSEN
BLDG. BB
315 S. Ninth St.

Available only to Sponsored by the
Associated
CSC students,
faculty staff, and Students of SJS
thru STUDENTS
their immediate
SERVICE WEST,
families

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY T-M TRAVEL

PEACE CORPS

Peace Corps representative will be at a table on 7th St. TuesdayFriday (7-11 April) from 9:00 a.r. to 3:00 p.m. Current information is available for programs beginning training this summer.
BUSINESS, ECONOMICS, EDUCATION, MATH, SCIENCE,
P.E.Alsostill a large demand for LIBERAL ARTS.

WED
THER

Siddhartha

SAT

Between
Lines
by

Ed
Ludwig
General Book Dept.

Spartan Bookstore
"In the College Union"
Probably the busiest place in our
for those
this past week
who were able to glimpse it through
smog and who survived the carbon
was our remonoxide en route
cently created Ecology section.

Other top Ecology titles from Bal.
tontine are MOMENT IN THE SUN,
by Robert Riencw and Leone Train
Rienow, and the FRAIL OCEAN, by
Wesley Marx (both 95c), which also
portray the deteriorating quality of
America’s environment. Another voice
crying in the polluted wilderness is
PERILS OF THE PEACEFUL ATOM,
by Richard Curtis and Elizabeth Hogan (51.25). which cletils the probable catastrophes promised by the
development of peace-time nuclear
power.

Soufh

Newly ArrivedComplete Selection

I

out federal and state laws," by
advising a hearing for students
charged with campus disruption.
Brakebill quoted Section 504
la) of the Higher Education
Amendments of 1968 in noting

Fresno

The No I Best Shocker here is
still THE POPULATION BOMB by
Dr. Paul Ehrlich of Stanford (Be)lantine
95c) and if you don’t
know what this is about, you should.

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Tanya
Co pperttme
idl
Svedisli Tanning Secret

ficials that went against state
and federal laws.
Brakebill, speaking for Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, claimed
all information available "clearly
indicates that Mr. Epstein gave
sound and appropriate legal advice."
The senator charged Epstein,
with providing college officials
with "an escape from their responsibilities to obey and carry

the

An Exhibition & Sale

The Place To Gc!
518 S. 10th

Orange County Superior Court
on the grounds that Leary is "an
insidious hazard to the public,"
and a "pleasure-seeking, irresponsible Madison Avenue oriented advocate of free use of LSD
and marijuana."
The conviction is being hppealed to the State Court of
Appeal.

Volkswagen Seats Stolen;
A New Angle on Crime/ 11

Mayor Yorty Speaks
Out on Colleges, Draft
By JOE WU
Daily Staff Writer

State Senator John L. Harmer
(R-Glendale). based his charges
against California State College
General Counsel Norman Epstein
on erroneous and incomplete information, according to Harry E.
Brakebill, executive vice chancellor.
Sen. Harmer, last week called
for Epstein’s resignation, charging him with giving advice to San
Fernando Valley State College of-

from Associated Press

10111

Street
E. William

I

The biggest addition to the Bellentine SURVIVAL KIT is THE EN.
VIRONMENTAL HANDBOOK, an
anthology asrembled by Garrett de
Bell especially for the Ecological
Teach -In scheduled for April 22.
Editor Betty Ballantine writes of the
Isook and of the solution of the
crisis: "In the end. Ors iob will piob.
ably be don* ky the kich ... If you
have kids, give Awn this bock. And
write reviews
w, It rommenis on
th books and the env; onrnentel
problems anywhere. anytime. If any.
body asks you to speak at a track.
in, do it. Or any other activity you
nn dream up that seems productive.
Be
trouble -maker

IN DEEPER THAN YOU THOUGHT?
Dig up the facts
with STUDY OUTLINES

’NA Poo.!
330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

OPEN ’TIL 9 TON!TE

ISP ART %V 1) %WV

Wednesday. April 8. 1970

Med School Programs
Planned This Month
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,es of visit, ft .m medical
fled during
been p
:
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Friday. April 10 and continuing
throuJh Friday. May 8.
The presentation will be held
each Friday beginning at 1:30
it St iencr. 242 and the
1. n
sched,ii.
a follows: April Itt
I’
’
I
limner. April 17
Or SwenSan
I n.
ii. .
1)r

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS
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These presewat in, will Ix,
open to all students who are interested in the medical prides :ion reaardiess of I heir present

One r St." arrant"

4110, frsoseim

Answers Your Questions
About,
Salaries
Job Oppor.- titles
Career Advancement
Training Requirements
Train on 113M 360 Computer
Accredited Member NATTS
fir Clip and Sall Connor
sone
rams
Due to popular dernand
2 shows

Student Deferments Only Postpone Induction
EISITMUS
aceond of
e
. rued
ser%ive Sy
dent.

Are student deferments really
lair?
The Selective Service System
has he -n postponing the induction
of St talents since the modern
draft began areuing that tly
greatest strength to today lies
in the educated youth.
Everyone should know that
student deferments do not exempt students from military set’ It just postpones induction
to a later date,
Outing World War II, when
there Wil, a danger men might le,
drafted without adequate thou - I,’
or the future of the natio, .
Its educated men, student
[rants wore favorable. But, t
I he II -S deferment is viewed III
different light.
The number one gripe concerning student deferments is that
they are based on class rank.
Since riass rank is determined
on grades, and grading systems
..ary front college to college, a
student in a top school who ranks
tairly low would ix) drafted. On
’he other hand, a student in a
similar situation and with similar
:Minty in a weak college, can
rank high and not be drafted.
/rades thus put a high determinant on who stays in school anti

25 N. I41h, San Jose 95112
286-9622
An Educational Affiliate of

Our 66th Year in San

W.C. LEAN JEWELERS

given has the right to an appeal.
II() must submit this appeal in
writing within 30 days after the
date his classification was mailed
to him. (not the date it was receked I and state he is appealing
the classification.
The registrant cannot be draft-

$62

EVEN GREATER SAVINGS FOR MARRIED AND
FEMALE Nil - DENTS
Placement GUARANTEED regardless of driving record.
Payment Plans to fit YOUR budget.
No Additional liability charge far SPORTS CARS.
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE required.
Licensed by the State of California Dept. of I nnnnnn ea.

Jose

1_111!:’ Love

Keep copies of everything sent to your local board; keep
everything received from the local board.
all requests, appeals etc. in writing. Protect yourMake
self further by using certified mail, return receipt requested.
Accept no oral promises from the draft board clerks or
members. Follow the printed instructions on forms and notices
explicitly, or secure competent counsel if you do not understand
ho instructions, or if you conscientiously follow them.
Present as full a case as possible to your lxxtrd, even if
you think it is hopelessly hostile to you and tends to disregard
whatever you or your witness may say. This may later prove
I. he the basis for setting aside an action of the board.
Observe deadlines, especially on appeals which must be
delivered to the local board office or postmarked within thirty
days of the date on which Notice of Classification was mailed to
you (not received by you).
Appeal whenever in doubt. It is sufficient if you merely
write the date on a piece of paper and the words "I request a
personal appearance" or "I appeal.- and sign your name. ,

SAVINGS

246-1160
Open. Mon. Oro Fri. 10 AM -5:30 PM
Sat 10 AM -3 PM

CORPORATION

Reprinted from "Handbook for Conscientious Objectors"
edited by Arlo Tatum, 10th Edition. October, 196/4, Central
Committee for Conscientious Objectors, 2016 Walnut Si..
hiladelphia, Pa. 19103 Pages T and S.

AVERAGE OF 43q SAVINGS ON ALL AUTO
INSURANCE IS REALIZED BY PARTICIPATING
QUALIFIED SU DENTS
21 YEAR OLD SINCLE MALE STUDENT
SAN JOSE AREA

912 Town & Country Village

COLLEGE STUDENT

408 289-8681

FASURANCE SERVICE

404 South 3rd St.., San Jose, Calif.

A diamond
wedding ensemble
created especially
for today’s
young romantics.
T TIPIS A rang, II

lAr

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.25 ea.; and the best entertainment in town is still free.)
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ed while an appeal is pending.
Any induction order given while
the appeal is pending is invalid.
An appeal may be reconsidered
if the director of the Selective

PROTECT YOURSELF
FOLLOW THESE SUGGESTED RULES

AN

On Sale:
San Jose Box Office

CONTROL DATA

Any registrant who feels he
should hae a lower draft classification than the one he has been

SPECIAL
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE

San Jose
Civic Auditorium
$5.50 $4.50 $3.50

or vier

who must fight and who may be

By BILL WOZENCRAFT, No. 28
Daily stall’ Writer

Saturday, April 11
8 p.m. & 10:45 p.m.
AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE

NOTE: This is the
a three-part scrip.
nil!. the Selertisc
-.tem and the *in-

T

Service determines it will he in
the national interest or necessary to avoid an injustice.
An appeal to the President of
the United States may be accepted only if the appeal board’s
decision was not unanimous. If
the decision was unitmimous, the
registrant himself cannot appeal.

Media Clinic
At Stanford
A journalism career clinic for
Bay Area high school and college
students will be held at Stanford
University from 9 a.m, to noon
Saturday in Tressider Union.
Sponsor of the clinic is the
Palo Alto-San Jose chapter of
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s journalism and communications organization, and student chapters
at Stanford University and San
Jose State College.
The program is designed to
help college students find jobs
and to assist high school students
in career planning.
Jeanette Befame, San Jose
Mercury-News reporter, is clinic
chairman and panel moderator.
Other panelists at the clinic will
include representatives from
various mass media in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
Those wishing to attend may
call 296-3106 or 257-0280 for further information.

Deadline Set
For Candidacy
Deadline for filing for candidacy for an A.S. office is Friday
at 4 p.m., Election Board Chairman Bruce Wallisch announced
yesterday.
Candidates for the executive
offices of president, vice president and treasurer must file as a
ticket. Also on the line in the
April 28-29 election will be the
20 AS. Council seats, eight Academic Council spats, and the post
of A.S. Attorney general.
Applications are still being accepted for important committee
positions, according to Randy
Kern, AS, personnel officer.
"It is important that these
positions be filled as soon as
possible," said Kern.
Applications for committee positions may be picked up in the
A.S. Offices of the College Union.

In such a cease, the appeal may
be accepted by the National Director of the Selective Service.
Any man when he becomes 18
year; of age. must present himself for and submit to registration within five days of his 18th
birthday, regardless of his feelings about the war in Vietnam.
Anyone M ho fails to fill out and
the Selective Service
return
questionnaire within 10 days of
which it was mailed can automatically be classifird 1-A.
Even though the Selective Service has the right to reopen individual cases at any time, a student who recehes a 11-S classification cannot be guaranteed as
draft free.
The classification questionnaire
is divided into several sections
beginning with I, Identification;
II, Mlitary Record; III, Marital
Status and Dependents; and IV,
Registrant’s Family.
A (Miter who has a child or
children with whom he maintains a bona fide family relationship in their home may claim a
father deferment 13-A3 which
will all but guarantee exemption
from the draft.
But, by the same token, a
father who is a student and already has been classified II-S
after June 30, 1967, may not at
any time claim his father deferment. and will be subject to
induction after the student deferment expires.
A letter from the examining
physician is required for a registrant claiming deferment because
he is the father of an unborn
child.
Occupational deferments (IIAl may be obtained for men
whose employment in medicine
scientific data, or other endeavms are necessary to maintain national health and safety. The basic

KennedyToVisit
Campus in May?
’There is a good possibility
that Ted Kennedy will be on
campus in May while he is in
Santa Clara County working on
Don Edwards’ campaign," according to Reggie Toren, president of the SJS Young Democrats Club.
The Massachusetts senator will
be in the area on May 15 to speak
for Edwards, who is seeking reelection to the House of Representatives from the 9th Congressional District.
Toran made the statement during an interview Monday.
He said that if the senator
cannot come to the SJS campus,
the Young Democrats "may host
him off campus" in San Jose.
Toran also said that his group
plans to formally challenge the
conservative Young Americans
for Freedom (YAP) organization
to a series of debates.
Toran said that the Young
Democrats plan to contact a YAP
representative before the end of
the week to arrange for "a series
of open debates dealing with
everything from tuition to campus radicals."
The Young Democrats are presently running a campaign to
register SJS students to vote.
Its Seventh Street registration
table will be open today from
9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
According to Toren, Thursday
is the last day to register and be
eligible to vote in the June Primary,
He also emphasized, "All stU-

NOW IN PAPERBACK
To Establish Justice, To Insure
Domestic Tranquility
$1.45
The final report of the National Commission
on the causes and prevention of violence

KEN KESEY’S
ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST."
A PLAY BY DALE WASSERMAN
op..i.ing Night: W(linesday, Apri115, 1970
Previews: April 12th, 13th and 14th

Reduced Preview Prices: Orchestra 5.50 and Side Rear 9.50
’’.ROUGH SAT. NIGHT AT B 30, SUNDAY NIGHT AT 130. (NO MATINEE). PRICES:
.ED , THUFS AND SUN ORCHESTRA $650. SIDE $600 AND SIDE REAR 155"
y AND SATURDAY. ORCHESTRA
PIO, :IDE $7,00 AND SIDE REAR S6 50 STUDENT
DISCOUNT: $100 OFF STUOMIT NMI (IS MINUTES BEFORE CURTAIN)
PRICE.
CKETS AT ALL TICRETRON BOX (arms PACTS, AND OTHER LEADING 11
AGENCIES.
The

Little Fox Theatre, 633 Pacific. San Francisco, Calif.
Box Office Phone: (4.16)484-4738

The Pretenders

$1.24

A sexy Best Seller by Gwen Davis
so-

Be Not Content

"I rn worried about Lem. !lyre
comes his l’olks without hint. -

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
1560 North First Street
San Jose
286-8800

$2.95

Written by a local author Wm. .1. Craddock
AU non. tie
DEUS,

rule governing the II -A deferments is the fact that the registrant is engaged in a %ital activity.
The registrant cannot be replaced because of a shortage of
persons tor his qualificatiens or
skills, and the registi ant’s induction would cause a material loss
of effectiveness in such activity.
Those interested in approved
programs
training
apprentice
may pick them up through the
State Director’s office of the
registrant’s heme board. The II A deferments are for one year
but can be removed at any time.
Each state does differ in approved programs. Form 100 is
required plus a statement from
the registrant’s employer indicating the work being done is
necessary to the national health,
safety, or interest and the registrant could not be replaced without detriment to such work.
Ministers who are exempt from
service are placed into IV-D
classification. They may not be
ordained just to receive exemption in this category. The registrant should also establish that
preaching or other ministerial
work is his regular or customary
vocation in practice. Divinity students can qualify for deferments
but must enroll in a full-time
study in a seminary under the
direction of the church. Pre-theological students must pre-enroll
in a divinity school. Again, form
100 must be submitted with evidence from the school and church.
A registrant will be classified
I -A should he fail to establish
to the satisfaction of his local
board that he is eligible for another classification.
Part three of the three part
series will deal with the conscientious objector’s role dealing with the draft.

CAL BOOK
134 E. SAN FERNANDO

dents who are going to be living
at a new address when the November general election is held
must re-register prior to Sept. 9."
Toren said ballots would not
he forwarded to new addresses
for the gubernatorial election.
lie explained his group’s reason
for helping to register voters.
"We joist feel that it’s important
for students to voice an opinion
on what’s taking place in our
state. By registering to vote, students can voice their opinions
through the ballot.
"We have certain politicians
who don’t understand anything
but the ballot," he added.
The club plans to have an open
forum -discussion with John Rutherford. candidate for Congress in
the 14th District, Thursday night
in the Costanoan Room of the
College Union at 8.
"We hope to have Unruh on
campus before the end of the
semester," he added. California
Assemblyman Jesse Unruh is
one of two announced candidates
for the Democratic nomination
for Governor. Los Angeles Mayor
Samuel Yorty is the other.

KSJS Log
6:00 NEWSLINE.
World
and
national
news.
Bill Jordan and Tom
McGuire report.
6:10 SPARTAN SPECTRUM. Jeanette Ruff
and Ken McGurn report campus news.
6:25 SPARTAN FOCUS.
Second of a three-part
series on the Gay Liberation Front. Dave
Berry gaily reports
Tonight’s disc jock: Roscoe

DISCOUNT
for Students
and Faculty
(with this ad)

10% OFF
Parts and Labor

We service both
Foreign and
Domestic cars

E.
;Star Motor Imports
375 S. Market
286-6500
Fro. Body Estimates

Wednesday. April

R.

SPARTAN DATTN-5

1970

udokas Remain Number One Cage Aide Morrison
By KEN LUTHY
Daily Sports Editor
SJS, judo’s equivalent of basketball’s Boston Celtics or baseball’s New York Yankees, added
an unprecedented ninth straight
NCAA championship to its trophy
case last weekend, boosting its

slim as they have been during the
past decade.
Even though coach Yosh Uchida, who has guided SJS to the
top of the collegiate judo world,
loses some outstanding senior
performers, including captain
Doug Graham and Gary Martin,
who nabbed first at the NCAAs
last weekend, SJS’ reputation is
sure to lure top judokas from
across the country.
Two high school national champions, one from Arizona and
one from Chicago, are headed
for Spartan country and another
from the local area, a runner-up
in the nationals, is already enrolled for the fall semester.
Add to that outstanding freshman and sophomore performers
like Ron Uyeyama, Mike Poppleton, Art Cunningham and Bill
Gouin (1967 NCAA champ),
among others; plus juniors the
caliber of two-time national
champion Luis Gonzalez (1651,
and you can understand why
coach Uchida is smiling and his
counterparts drooling.
And as an added touch, SJS
will have the expert services of a
fifth-degree black belt Japanese
instructor, Professor Fukutia, for
the 1970-71 school year.
In successfully defending their
championship last Saturday at
Michigan State University, the
Spartans had to overcome a variety of obstacles, including air
controller strikes which delayed
their plane connections, a partisan anti-SJS crowd and inadequate practice time.
Most
important,
however,
was the injury to Rod Parr, SJS’
139-pound entrant. Parr, handicapped by blood poisoning in his

already firmly established reputation as the uncontested judo
kingpin among America’s colleges.
And sadly, for Spartan oppkr
nents. who consider judo and
SJS synonymous, future chances
of breaking the Spartans’ grip
on the championship are just as

SJS SHOTPUTTER RICHARD MARKS strains to release his
best put of the season, a 60-7 effort in Saturday’s SJS-Pac1fic
Coast Club meet at SJS. Marks was the official winner, although
he finished behind two unattached performers. Marks, who had
a put of 63-10 last year, is recovering from a hand injury.

Assembly
Postponed

Spartan Nine Opens
League Play Friday
Off to its best start in years,
having already exceeded its win
total of last season, SJS’ baseball
team goes through final workouts
today and Thursday for its Pacific Coast Athletic Association
opener with Fresno State Friday.
The Spartans had a date at
San Francisco State yesterday.
Coach Gene Menges’ nine upped its season mark to 17-7 Monday with a 4-2 verdict over Claremont College and should easily
better its 1969 mark of 16-19
with 17 games remaining.
But playing in one of the
toughest baseball conferences
around, the PCAA, nothing can
be considered a sure bet.
The PCAA is strong from top
to bottom, and the Spartans will

! ! WANTED ! !
CHILDREN

have to return to their early season pitching form and continue I
to improve their hitting game if
they hope to challenge Fresno,
Cal State Los Angeles, San Diego
State, Long Beach State and
U.C. Santa Barbara for the

Briar
HAND fashioned pipes
C..sturn blended Tobacco
Algerian

4546 El Camino Real
Village Corner Shopping Center
14151 941-12287
Los Altos, Calif. 94022
-

No. 730S COACHMAN

----*** * *
2.511t
_Ainivcriary

And Hare The Rank Of
DOCTOR OF DIVINITY
YOSH UCHIDA
... ninth straight
tanced runner-up Colorado State
(191 and Stanford and Ohio State
(10) for the crown.
Defending champion Gonzalez
lost to Stanford’s Reece Cutler,
winner in the 165-pound class,
and wound up third in a minor
disappointment for SJS.
But there was nothing disappointing in the performances
turned in by Martin and Graham.
En route to winning the 154 division, Martin swept undefeated
through his 11 matches. Graham,
winner of the 205 class, defeated
Martin to win the Grand Champion award of the tourney, symbolic of the top judoka in the
U.S.
Seniors John Kimura (1761 and
Ron Stanfill (heavy), SJS’ only
other entries, failed to finish in
the top three.
Graham, Martin, Parr and
Gonzalez will now compete in the
AAU Championships this weekend in Los Angeles in hopes of
winning a berth on the 1970 PanAmerican team.

Cookout
(hotdogs, drinks, and potato chips -

yr

*
*
*
*

We are a non -structured faith, undenorninational, with no traditional doctrine or
dogma. Our fast growing church is actively
seeking new ministers who believe what we
believe’ All men are entitled to their own
convictions: To seek truth their own way,
whatever it may be, no questions asked. As
a minister of the church. you may:
I. Start your own church and apply for
exemption from property and other taxes.
2. Perform marriages, baptism, funerals
and all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rates from some modes
of transportation, some theaters, stores,
hotels, etc.
4. Seek draft exemption as one of our
working missionaries. We will tell you how.
Enclose a free will donation for the Minister’s credentials and license. We also issue
Doctor of Divinity Degrees. We are State
Chartered and your ordination is recognired in all 50 states and most foreign
SOS
counrtie, FREE LIFE CHURCH
4039, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023

A visit to Bohannon’s means exquisitely prepared
cuisine that is graciously served. Make reservations now
for an evening of dining elegance.

1401 South First
at Alma

’

1

TWOS....
IACCIS .,
Tackle Your Problem
With a Taco
For a little mental stimulation try Tics.
Taco’s that trip -out.

weekend trip for two for champs
prizes for all entries
music, bands
sponsored by Co-Rec
On the lawn by the fountain

Sat.. April 11 from 11:30-3:30 p.m.

Norelco can shave you closer
than a blade, and count how many
times it does it.

Sign up at the booth in front of the Student
Union NOW!
Corne to one or both

1605 W. San Carlos

14,5467,8h91411,12,13,14,15,16.17.18shaws.
On ashy* charge.

BEFORE GRADUATION

You pay the other.

Address

Stale
CN

THE
CHRJSTIAN SCIENCE
MONITORa
Eon 121, Astor Station
Roston, Mseachumitte 02151

SERVING THE THIRD GENERATION OF AMERICA’S COLLEGE STUDENTS

’Ret

The heads actually float, to follow the.
curves of your face.
They go in where your face curves in, arid
Out where your face curves out.
And because the blades are rotary, they
shave your beard in every direction at once.
(If you don’t think that means anything, feel
your face. Feel howyour beard grows in different
directions on different parts of your face?)
The Norelco Tripleheader also has a
pop-up trimmer, so you can see exactly what

The Norelco Rechargeable Tripleheader
Shaver was made to do two things:
To shave you as close or closer than a
stainless steel razor blade.
And to give you up to twice as many shaves
per charge as any other rechargeable shaver.
Here’s how it works.

TO ASSURE DELIVERY

City

4th and St. James

500

Now is the time to

Name

The Rechargeable Tripleheader has 18
self-sharpening rotary blades, inside of
3 Microgroove’. shaving heads.

you’re trimming.
It has a Charge Indicator that lights up
when it’s charging.
It has a ShaveCounter to count your shaves.
And it gives you nearly twice as rnany
shaves per charge as any other rechargeable.
So if you’re shaving with a blade,
feel around your chin and neck and upper lip.
If it feels like you could uses closer
shave, get yourself a Norelco Rechargeable.
And shave your whole face for a chinzi2.

Q BOOK

4/otelco
you can’t get any closer

w STORE

330 SOUTH TENTH STREET

For reservations
Phone 292-1266

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Phone Orders 297-8421

Order your official ring

SPECIAL HALF-PRICE RATE
FOR FACULTY, STUDENTS,
SCHOOL LIBRARIES
1 year $13
D 9 mos. $9.75 06 mos. $6.50
O Check or money order
enclosed
ID Bill roe

,-4.’hiztrb’s.
cripe & ’Tobacco , ,-..-7".7.11op

We Want You To Join Our Church
As An
Ordained Milliliter

Call: Mrs. Strain
297-9344
at Stevens Music

We’ll
pay
half

ers as Darnell Hillman and Johnnie Skinner.
Morrison graduated from the
University of California in 19?I’

+

The Gem Mart
* Lost wax casters and
rock hounds
* Largest stock of gems,
rhinestones, tools, gold,
and silver
* 1000’s of jewelry findings

Stan Morrison, assistant Spartan basketball coach since 1966.
will leave SJS at the end of the
semester to accept a similar position at University of Southern 1
California.
Morrison, who coached the SJS
freshman teams, will do the same
at USC while assisting Bob Boyd
with the Trojan varsity.
"SJS has given me experience
that will he invaluable to me ,it
any institution where I
in the future," said Morrison.
"I’m disappointed to see Stan
go," said SJS head coach Dan
Clines, "but I know this is an
excellent opportunity. Stan is an
excellent handler of young men.’
Morrison coached SJS’ two bes
fresh tennis 41968 and 1970), de
veloping such outstanding play

9Plobee reuntament

Do It Yourself Jewelers!

is your best source
of supply for ...

Accepts Job at USC

awi,eaesompoiftemenesemoseseigmeneadieseameieseseiesemove
,
:
,
,
,

crown.

Come In And Browse

4-52 Years old to
enroll in revolutionary
YAMAHA
MUSIC
COURSE

Today’s scheduled Spartan
Daily Sports Assembly has been
postponed according to Lang
Stanley, assembly director.
Comedian Bill Cosby, slated to
emcee, was unable to attend. The
assembly has been tentatively rescheduled for sometime later in
April.

left arm, nonetheless placed second to Ohio State’s Dean Tower
Despite his excellent showinv
under the circumstances, coach
Uchida thought the decisien
should have gone to Parr. "We
all thought Rod had won," he
noted.
SJS, with two firsts, one second and one third, far out-dis-

EUROPE ’70
Travel through C hi co
State and earn 6 units.
June 16 -Aug. 30. with
512 weeks of study. 51.2
weeks of travel to Ireland. Italy. or Yugo.
Si", for round-trip flight?,
toil’ iii, fee,
ninth.
(
1..ince A. Miller at
11:11itio Stale. I tic -c,. I Air.
g;(01, 1,i11 1411, ,
,-1,2 tg.

*MO North Arsmrlsan Philips eorperelon,

100 Last

43r,11 ht.4141t. New 506.

Wednesday. April 13, 1970

S’-PART AN 111.1111.Y

Spartaguide
TODAY

TODAY through April ifi
Ese: Noun Flicks, 12 p.m..
Loma Prieta Room. Laurel
and Hardy films to benefit EOP.
Ten cent donation.

TODAY through Friday
Fall
Orientation (’I feronce:
All students in1970. A.S.

TODAY
Spartan Spears. 8:30 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. Table near Old Bookstore. Annual Lost and Found
Sale.
Peace, Corps Recruiting, 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m., Seventh Street,
Camping Ambassadors, 10:30
a.m. to 1 ao p.m., CU, Madrone
Room. Discussion: "Ie Christ in
Your Summer Plans?"

TRAVEL BY

-1RTER JET
OAKLAND

FROM

TO LONDON

8

$135
ONE WAY

LONDON -AMSTERDAM

Anthropology nub, 12:30 p.m.,
Front steps of Morris Dailey. Let
the sun shine in. Come and rap.
..,re your thoughts.
Faculty Book Talk, 12:30 p.m.,
(’U, Umunhum Room. Dr. A. L.

971
For

ROUND TRIP
complete flight sch,
phone

!Jo’.

terested in being an Orientation
Conference Counselor should shin
up for interviews. Also on Seventh Street.

through Thursday
Voter registr,tion. 9:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m., Seventh Street
table. Young Democrats will register students for the June 2 California primary election.

Li

(415)

392-8513
OR WRITE

OFF ON ALL
%
nII
CLEANING
DRY

If hen ASH Card Is Presented
With Soiled Garments

CRART111 !If 11[995 MAIM! I
SAN Fit tNi I
Mitt as 1970 cr,
NAME
STREET
CITY &

CLEANING, CENTER
266 E. SANTA CLARA

1

ZIP
-ottrz.f./

PSAtells
Santa Clara
where
to
74k.P4

LOS Angeles, Hollywood-

Burbank. and San
Diego So go. From San
Jose. Call your campus
rep, travel agent, or PSA.

IVA gives you a lift

You’re missIng a great meal
until you try
Red Barn’s combination of a

BIG BARNEY
French Fries and Drink

64
Expires April 9

with this ad

Regular 84c

THE RED BARN
Sixth and Santa Clara

JOSE
THEATRE
64 SOUTH 2nd
297.0253

NOW

thru TUES. APRIL 14th

Cont. from Noon Daily
(5 p.m. Sot. & Sun. Apr. 11-12)

’F1.11 of Frarcc
Reviewed Today

Goldman of the History Depart
ment on William Shirer’s "The
Collapse of the Third Republic:
Inquiry into the Fall of France,
1940"
Student Mobilization
tee (SM(’), 12:30 p.m.. C.C. Loma
Prieta Room. April 15 student
strike, and downtown San Jose
march, and April 18 No. Calif
march in San Francisco to be
planned.
OASIS (speech (’lub), 1,30 to 5
pm., SD 727. Dr. Jess Ritter Jr.
SFS English Dept., to speak on
"New Techniques of Communication Training."
ItIntercultural Steering C
. 3 p.m., Intercultural Center.
292 S. Ninth St. All representatives of campus clubs and organizations planning to participate
in the "culture fair" or the "International Food Bazaar" must
attend.
1970 Classic Film Series, 3:30
and 7 p.m.. Morris Dailey. "Billy
Budd," sponsored by CUPB, AS.,
and Audio-Visual Service Center.

Octane)

30.9
33.9
Ethyl (100+ Octane)

WHERE THE
HEADS OF
ALL NATIONS
MEET!

’ALICE’S
1JESTAURAT411"
ARID GUTHRIE PAT QUINN

JAMES BRODERICK

rou

ANNOUNCEMENTS Ill

I

YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7.30.9.30 eve. 70 Hawthorne Way, 5-1. 2865487. Sri E. Alexandrou,
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs
students and licensed pilots. Four air’
craft, low membership fees & monthly
6due0s.. Cert. flight instructors avail. 7226(60.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
.dhts from L.A. and Oakland, to London. Amsterdam, Frankfurt, from $270
to $325 roundtrip, $150 to $185 one.
way. Coordinator: Professor Frank F.
Paal. 247 Roycroft Ave. Long Beach
9I-9C3 438-2179.
INTERVIEWS NEXT WEEK to select
+’-rv for Orientation Conference.
),Is week for an interview in
.
"
BARBARELLA Friday, April 10, Morris
! 0 p.m. 50c.
INDIA ASSOCIATION presents cultural
India." It presents
instrumental musics
xdmission & free Indian
II w13.1cpoo
.z.. Morris Dailey
Alt

a
18 Footers,"
"Unlimited
movie concerning unrestricted
classes of boats in Australia, will
highlight tonight’s SJS Sailing
Club meeting. The meeting will
be held in Ed. 100 at 7:30.
’
According to Gary Caballero,
club president, "the bulk of the
sailing chth’s spring semester activities are yet to come. All persons interested in joining the
club are welcome to attend Wednesday’s meeting."
"The Sailing Club owns two
boats - we do most of our sailing at local lakes, but we do have
three weekends planned at the
ocean this spring," Caballero added. The club will teach new
members how to sail.
Many of the more experienced
"boaters" in the Sailing Club
represent SJS in the Nor Cal
Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association. SJS is defending champion in the league composed of
Cal., Stanford, SFS, Cal State
Sierra,
CC pavis,
Hayward,
Laney, and the Cal. Maritime
Academy.
Each school in the association
takes turns hosting the regattas.
This year SJS will host the end
of season dual championship regatta at Santa Cruz.

GASOLINE

nerve yourself

and

cave

prices subject to change
t notice
witi

Puritan Oil Co.
10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th & William

Spartan Briar

for new International
Student Identity Card
Please write
for information:
SOFA c/o VIC
I3509 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91403

$5.95

213

Chest Rustic
$4.95

Crest tin #1113P

297-0463

45 N. 1st St.

3 DOORS NORTH OF PENNEY’S

STUDENT PIPE AND TOBACCO CENTER
Pipes, Pouches,

872-2283

Humidors

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Sailing Club
Boating Film

Regular (95

-Infuriating, lacerating 9 nasty but
unforgettable street experience

Inquiry into the Fall of France,
1940" at the Faculty book talk.
The talk will be held today at
12:30 p.m. in the Umunhum ROOM
I in the third floor in the College
I ’man.

Sailing Club, 7:30 p.m., Ed.1
100. Movie and discussion of future events planned.
Phrateres International. 330
p.m., CU, Calaveras Room. Meeting to plan rummage sale at the
Flea Market, sponsorship of
ioodwill box, and Women’s Week
meeting
Important
Activities.
with board meeting foll,,wing.
c.c.
Clrele K. 4:30 p.m.,
tanoan Room. To discuss Shield:
Spears and Circle K. Phratetvs
softball game. Also, election tif
interim off leers.
Young Americans for l’reedtou
(VAF), 3:30 p.m., CH 162. All
those who support Pres. Nixon’s
plan of Vietnamization and want
to do something about it, please
COMP.
AIESEC, 7 p.m., CU. Almaden
Room. Meeting for trainees going abroad.
Spartan Chinese Club, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Umunhum Room,

1ST TIME TOGETHER!
DUSTIN HOFFIVIAN
JON VOIGHT

Dr. A. Goldman of the history
department will review .-The
Collapse of the Third Republic:

Student 0%

for Arnericans-Application

AUTOMOTIVE 121
VW REPAIR, New, Rebuilt or Used
Paris, Save $ on Labor & Parts. 1 will
vy your broken down or wrecked VW.
,Lort, 82 Goodyear, SJ, 292-3768.
’65 CHEV. WO-Ai-A 2 Dr. HT, PS, New
’R,ndio, Heater, WW Tires, 283 V-8,
- Call 266.3500,
54 VW - Rebuilt ’61 engine - cheap
Irtation & good friend, $150. 259+ after 8:30 p.m.
PARTS. Mini 850 eng. MG 1100 trans.,
rxrbs. linkage. Other parts. Make
-.
293-1634 after 6 p.m.
65 MG PARTS: Engine & body. Excel.
Condition. 294-8528,
1957 CADILLAC 4 dr. Excellent Condi
- $300 or trade for Motorcycle.
298.5439.
66

MGB RDSTR., WW, Blue $1500.
n Tires. Call 295-9691. 429 S.

1955 CHEVY, Radio, heater. 6 cylinder,
o
Call 252-6070.
50

CHRYSLER - Ex. cond. Looks
.s great. Reliable transportaCall 736-1300.

57 FORD
’

..0. Good Car! Must sell.
eves.

ONE BDRM. APT, (urn. wiw carpet. $140
inn. 545 So, 9th St. or call 294-5744.
ROOMMATE NEEDED - Share one
bdrrn. apt. w/pool. Near campus. Only
$50/mo. Call 293-7337.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED now upper div. Have own room $67.50. 395
So. 12th St. 297-6924. Ask for Rod.
FANTASTIC( 470 Luxury apts. Now taking applic. for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So, I Ith St.
APT. for rant I bdrm., $125/mo. Contact manager 633 S. 8th #1.

ZENITH PORTABLE 14" Black and
White TV with stand. $30 or best offer.
Call 287-1381.
12-STRING GUITAR w/case. $185 value.
excel. cond. Will sell $75 or best offer.
Call 292-8125. Mon., Tues. or Wed. Eve.
after 9:30 or weekends after 6:00. Dave.
MAGNAVOX COMPNENT STEREO Walnut cab.nets - new $140, will sell
for $100. 287.5914.
GUITAR AMP AND MIKE - All perf.
cond. Gibson SG Spec. $725. Fender
Twin $450. Shure PE54 $50. 293-0928.
BLONDE FALL & Case - Hand-tied
Ex, cond., never worn, $25.00 or best
offer. Call 294-4636.
HOSHO TAPE RECORDER - $25, 8
mm movie camera - $25, SJS Jacket
(size 46) - $12. Gary at 293-9806.

FEMALE ROOMMATE - Share I bdrm.
Modern, 2 bath apt. $50/mo. 333 North
5th, No. 2. Call 297-3438.
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share a mod.,
apt. w/I other. Age 19-21. $50/mo. 426
S. 6411 No. 8. 292-7185.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Lanai
Apartments. Cell 258-0852 after 6 p.m.

HELP WANJED 141
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending
route. Part or full time. Must have
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards
358 No. Montgomery 9-11 a.m. 297-4228.
INSIDE SALES - men, good salary.
Start today, 22 hrs. a week. Work until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
1st St. Rm. 207.
HEATHERLEE AGENCY now hiring
babysitters & housekeepers part-time &
temp. 289-9466.
JUNE GRAD. w/Business background
needed. 292-6242, Ext. 79. AMERICAN
RED CROSS, 8:30.5:00. Part-time now,
C.,
ior June.
CUSTODIAL JOB AVAILABLE AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE. 5 hours per
n’ It- 7 to 12 m. $2.00 per hour. Contact Mrs. Graff for appointment.
WANT TO HELP with Orientation Conference? Counselors are needed. Applic,
avail. in AS. office this week.
HEATHERLEE AGENCIES now hiring
part time babysitters & housekeepers
289-9466.
OPPORTUNITY, sparetime, addressing
envelopes and circulars! Make $27.00
per thousand. Handwritten or typed, in
your home. Send just $2. for INSTRUCTIONS plus LIST OF FIRMS using addressers. Satisfaction Guaranteed! B&V
ENTERPRISES, Dept. 358, PO Box 1056,
Yucaipa, Caiif. 92399.
WILL PAY FARE from Mexico plus good
salary, room and board for Mexican
lady to help female professor with domestic chores. Contact Prof. Zapata
Foreign Lang. Dept. Ext. 2588. 12:00
noon daily. 2:30-3:30 Tues. & Thurs.
BARBARELLA Friday, April 10, Morris
Dailey. 7 and 10 p.m. 50c.

’66 MG, (ISO Sedan. Good tires, new
cery, 5600 - 258-5450.

HOUSING (5)

1961 OLDS F-85 - R/H, best offer over
over $250. Call 286-6638.
’62 VW BUG with Radio, in good con’
dition. $550. Call 296-8231 after 4:30.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
2 bdrm. apt. 429 So, 9th St. $80/mo.
Apt. #6.

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY to live in
foothills above smog in a beautiful old
Spanish mansion with three other male
occupants. Own bedroom. $75 no,, just
20 min. from State. 272-1669 before
9:00 a.m.

FEMALE ROOMMATE to shsare a mod., TI-ND your ideal match Campus Dating
clean apt., close to campus. May move Service 289-9466. $2.
in immed. Dee 286-2859/293-3665.
TV’s FOR RENT. Special student rates.
$8.00 per mo. Call 377-2935.
LOST AND FOUND 161
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cc/HI,
LOST-Shepherd pup, 3/12/70, female. 450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
multicolored, shaggy hair, no collar. BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wine
Please call 293-5719.
and other quality beverages at home.
LOST - Grayish glasses; by fountain Malt Products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
Mar. 20; Please call 287-9649: Reward. STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.
PERSONALS Ill

TRANSPORTATION (9)

UNWANTED HAIR removed perrna
nently, 235 E. Santa Clara St., Rm. 513.
Ph. 294-4499.

CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, Wu
one way - $289 round trip. Japan, $31111
Contact Prof. Maga, 293-1033.

SUPPORT STUDENT INVOLVEMENT EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DIS.
through Orientation Conference. Sign-up COUNTS available to holders of the
for Couns. inter, this week in AS. office. international student identity card. For
info, regarding travel discounts and per.
BARBARELLA Friday. April 10, Morris chase of card, CONTACT: International
Dailey. 7 and 10 p.m. 50c.
Student Club of America, 11687 Sae
Vicente Blvd. #4, L.A., Calif.900411.
MOUTH Could you be the source of my con. 12131 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fre/
start confusion and complete mental Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (410 114
instability?
C.R. 1857.
SMJ
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
SERVICES 181

’It MODEL A COUPE won’t depreciate.
Powered by Chevy running gear. Cul.
torn In.en,r, dash, wide ovals and more.
SHARP! $825. 298-7690.

Sell Your

a Spartan
Daily Classified

9:30-3:00 DAILY

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11-1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3:00
3.50
4:00

’50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Pm days Four days

Five days

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
D Announcements (1)
El Automotive (2)
O For Sale (3)

Classified Adv.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES

Add this
amount lor
each addi
tional line

Come to:

Send in handy order blank

COME TO JC 206

n mum
lines
lines
lines
lines

an ad:

Rod Through

RECORD & TAPE SALEI I have connections with a wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06; $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, etc. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
Imn wnnk. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 12:00
S Call & place an order. 298v
- 12th St. it’s legit.
BIG SUR SUMMER CAMP. One year
$100 per mo. Pool, showers. etc.
oih A -frame $85. Package $175. Write
Box 3682, Carmel, California 93921.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
,s, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats.
t,oie Fashions: Furs. Leather Vest and
(ifs Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
d Hand Store, 375 E. Nodding be.
’"on8th & 9th St. 293.4651.
QUALITY SUEDE & LEATHER CLOTH’IG. Low prices. Pants, $40, vests $15Sue. 287.5948,
8 -TRACK STEREO Tape Deck. 2 mos.
n c
2 speakers. 10 tapes
’ix, caddy. $100 or best offer.
’e960(.

3
4
5
6

To Place

Office - J206

SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell both pants,
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6. Closed
VS
787-3942

Three lines
One day

FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yet?
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hell, 440 W. Taylor, Si. 2982308.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Mister’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small spoliation.
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
Street, S.F. 94111,
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Sidectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
Barker. 294-0076. Weekdays only 84.

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Own Bed- AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 per
room in 2 bdrm. house. Close to SJS. year for married, good students. Also
$50/mo. Call 292-2725 after 5 p.m. Pref. excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
Upper Div. or Grad.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2 bdrm furnished WEDDINGS PHOTOGRAPHED IN
apt, for rent. Freshly painted. $190/mo. COLOR for only $89.50 For complete
info. call 294-1809 noon till 10 p.m.
Inquire, 282 E. Reed St., No. I.

ROOMS AVAILABLE-at State II, 155 AUTO INSURANCE - Annual Liability
’61 PLYM. VAL. STA. WGN. Good So. 11th St. $58/mo. 1/2 block from Rates - Married or Single Age 24 and
transportation. Runs good. Good brakes. campus. Living rm. & party rm. Also up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
available for summer at $42/mo.
Toll 2414900,
Stick shift. $100.00. 287.5914,
SMALL STUDIO APT. $80/mo. Close to FIND YOUR perfect match $2 Campus
’68 VW. Good mech. condition. Only SJSC. 287-4900,
Dating Service 289-9466.
20.000 miles. $1400/or best offer. Call
294.2927, to. 112. Chris.

FOR SALE (3/

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate. Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
Free Delivery in S.J. Call Etches 261.
2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Feet.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aslanian-298.4104.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, eta..
experienced end fast. Phone 269-8674.

E Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lest and Found (6)

0 Personals (7)
O Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

Gty

Phone
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Plane allow 2 days oftor placing far ad In NOM

Days

